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Dedication
This Book is dedicated to
My Papa YAHWEH
and
My Precious YESHUA
You alone are worthy of my praise, adoration, and worship.
YESHUA MY LORD,
You have called me to be Your Handmaiden to the nations,
A voice in the wilderness, “Prepare the way of the Lord.”
Be glorified by all that I have written in this book.
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Prologue

T

his book is much more than Holy Spirit revealing
about end time events that will occur in the final

seven years before Yeshua (Jesus) returns. As fascinating, thrilling,
and daunting as those revelations may be, Yahweh (Father God)
has a higher purpose in this book. His purpose is to prepare His
people so they are spiritually, emotionally and physically equipped
for this time in history. Holy Spirit imparted to me many profound
teachings and prophecies to prepare people for these final seven
years. Take the time to immerse yourself in these teachings and
revelations because they could make an enormous difference in
how you survive and thrive in these final days.
My husband, who is my precious and wonderful gift from
my Papa Yahweh, saw a vision of me standing on a mountain. My
feet were planted steadfastly on the mountain and I was wearing a
full suit of armor. There was a helmet on my head and my blond
curls were blowing from a gentle breeze. I was wearing a burnished
bronze breastplate and across the breastplate was a strap that
held a bow across my back. The pleated knee-length skirt of the
same bronze patina was held by a belt around my waist. Bronze
~7~

shin guards shielded my legs and bronze protectors covered my
shoes. In this vision, my husband Will said I was standing on this
mountain as a regal warrior. Six weeks after his vision, I was lifted
into the third heaven before the throne of Yahweh. While in the
third heaven, I was wearing this same bronze suit of armor that he
saw me wearing. I was on bended knee and in my right hand was a
javelin that rested on the floor as it towered above me. This javelin
was very long with a razor sharp point and I pondered why I had it
in my right hand. Then Yahweh spoke these words to me.
“Child you are dressed for war. You are My warrior
on the front line of battle against the enemy who is Satan. The
javelin you hold in your hand is made for combat. You carry the
javelin to come against the spirits of Satan that roam the earth.
When I instruct you to throw the javelin, it is to pierce the enemy’s
heart. When I tell you to hold the javelin above your head, it is
to declare the victory as Joshua did. I have called you forth to
be My handmaiden to deliver the captives. Just remember that I
have given you My weapons of warfare. Your weapons against the
enemy are worship, praying in the spirit, fasting, and declaring
My Word.”
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Introduction

T

he prophetic mantle in scripture was never an easy
task because kings, religious leaders, and the general

populous refused to take heed to Yahweh’s warning spoken through
the prophet. Zedekiah was the last king of Judah before Jerusalem was
besieged by the Babylonians and he resisted Jeremiahs prophecies
that Jerusalem would fall into the hands of Nebuchadnezzar. The
Babylonian army had surrounded Jerusalem to overtake it and
King Zedekiah secretly summoned Jeremiah to inquire of Yahweh.
Even though Zedekiah had imprisoned Jeremiah for prophesying
the doom and destruction of Jerusalem, he instinctively knew that
Jeremiah was a true prophet of Yahweh. Once again Jeremiah
told Zedekiah to surrender to the king of Babylon and he would
live, his sons would live and the city would not be burned. “And
Zedekiah the king said to Jeremiah, “I am afraid of the Jews who
have defected to the Chaldeans, lest they deliver me into their hand,
and they abuse me” (Jeremiah 38:19). Zedekiah allowed the fear
of man to stop him from obeying Yahweh’s instructions that were
given through the prophet Jeremiah.
How often do we allow fear of man to prevent us from
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obeying Yahweh? What will people say about me if I take a stand
for Christ in my work place? What will people think of me if I
openly speak out against social issues that are in direct disobedience
with the Word of God? In a world that is becoming more and more
perverse, it is difficult to openly take a stand for true Christian
virtues without the fear of reprisal. But when a Christian boldly
takes a stance, it is like a bolt of lightning streaking through a dark
night to illuminate the sky of humanity. The world needs more
lightning bolts of truth!
Most people fear lightning, but lightning can be one of
the most dazzling events ever to be witnessed. Yahweh wants to
amaze us with lightning bolts of revelation about the final seven
years before Yeshua returns. He wants His children to be prepared
for what is about to come so they do not panic. These are the words
Holy Spirit spoke to me about the revelations He would reveal to
me about the final seven years.
“What I am about to show you will happen in the future
and will not be received by those who are not Mine. I am sending
My message through you, but most will not heed My warning
or obey My voice. Some will come to you secretly asking what
you have heard from Me. They will listen, but some will still
not obey My voice. You will be a voice in the wilderness crying,
“Prepare the way of the Lord. Repent for the kingdom of God is
at hand.” Zedekiah refused to heed My voice and surrender to
Nebuchadnezzar. As a result, his entire lineage was killed before
his eyes, his wives were ripped from him, his eyes were plucked
out and he was imprisoned until his death. There are severe
consequences for disobeying My voice when I clearly speak
through My prophets. There will be no excuse for people because
they can not say, “I did not know.” I speak through My prophets
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and that has not changed. When I intend to accomplish something
on this earth, I first speak through My prophets because I am a
God of mercy, compassion, and long suffering.”
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One

~

Seventy Week Prophecy

I

n order to understand the sequence of the final seven years
before Yeshua returns, there must be an understanding

of what the Word of God says about these final days. The angel
Gabriel gave Daniel a prophetic time line that spanned from the
rebuilding of Jerusalem to the Battle of Armageddon. We must
understand these revelations given to Daniel in order to understand
this time line.
“Seventy weeks are determined
For your people and for your holy city,
To finish the transgression,
To make an end of sins,
To make reconciliation for iniquity,
To bring in everlasting righteousness,
To seal up vision and prophecy,
And to anoint the Most Holy.
Know therefore and understand,
That from the going forth of the command
To restore and build Jerusalem
Until Messiah the Prince,
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There shall be seven weeks and sixty-two weeks;
The street shall be built again, and the wall,
Even in troublesome times.
And after the sixty-two weeks
Messiah shall be cut off, but not for Himself;
And the people of the prince who is to come
Shall destroy the city and the sanctuary.
The end of it shall be with a flood,
And till the end of the war desolations are determined.
Then he shall confirm a covenant with many for one
week;
But in the middle of the week
He shall bring an end to sacrifice and offering.
And on the wing of abominations shall be one who makes
desolate,
Even until the consummation, which is determined,
Is poured out on the desolate” (Daniel 9:24-27).
First, terminology must be discussed. A week in this
scripture literally means seven. The seventy weeks are seventy
sevens or 490 years. The biblical year at the time of the writing of
Daniel was 360 days, not the 365 ¼ that we currently have in the
Gregorian calendar year. We can determine that the biblical year
was 360 days from this scripture in Revelation.
“But leave out the court which is outside the
temple, and do not measure it, for it has been
given to the Gentiles. And they will tread the holy
city underfoot for forty-two months. And I will
give power to my two witnesses, and they will
prophesy one thousand two hundred and sixty
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days, clothed in sackcloth” (Revelation 11:2-3).
From this verse we know that 42 months equals 1260 days.
When 1260 days is divided by 42 months, then it is calculated there
are 30 days in a month in the Jewish calendar. A 30 day month
equates to a 360 day year. This is important in understanding this
prophecy given to Daniel.
From the time the decree to rebuild and restore Jerusalem
and until Christ was crucified, there would be a total of 483 years.
The decree to rebuild Jerusalem came in 445 BC when King
Artaxerxes gave Nehemiah a letter to go to Jerusalem to restore it.
“And it came to pass in the month of Nisan, in the
twentieth year of King Artaxerxes, when wine was
before him, that I took the wine and gave it to the
king. And I said to the king, “If it pleases the king,
and if your servant has found favor in your sight,
I ask that you send me to Judah, to the city of my
fathers’ tombs, that I may rebuild it”
(Nehemiah 2:1,5).
The restoration would take 49 years during troublesome
times which was recorded in the Book of Nehemiah. Then there
would be another 434 years until the Messiah would be cut off or
crucified. Based on the 360 year biblical calendar, if you add 483
years to 445 BC when Jerusalem was decreed to be rebuilt, it would
be the year AD 32. This is the year Yeshua was crucified.
There was another rebuilding of the walls of Jerusalem that
occurred in history that most people are not knowledgeable about.
Suleiman the Magnificent, who was the sultan of the Ottoman
Empire, decreed the walls of Jerusalem be rebuilt in AD 1536.
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These walls still exist today around the old city of Jerusalem. In the
Daniel prophecy, 483 years would lapse after the decree to rebuild
Jerusalem’s wall, but there would be a final seven years remaining.
The scripture states there would be 490 years that were completed
before the transgression and rebellion of Israel against Yahweh
ended. The rebellion against Yahweh will end with the Battle of
Armageddon. The prince of the people who is to come is the AntiChrist. He will confirm a covenant by signing a peace treaty with
Israel. But in the middle of this seven year period he will break the
peace treaty and he will bring the Jewish temple sacrifice to an end.
It is important to understand that the final seven year
period in Daniel’s prophecy does not consecutively follow the first
483 years that culminated with the death and resurrection of Yeshua
in AD 32. The time in between Yeshua’s death and resurrection and
His second coming is the church age. The church age will have its
completion when Yeshua returns to rule and reign. The final seven
years would lapse after the decree to rebuild Jerusalem’s wall, but there would be a final

years should consecutively follow the second 483 year period that
seven years remaining. The scripture states there would be 490 years that were completed

began when Suleiman rebuilt Jerusalem’s walls in AD 1536. This
before the transgression and rebellion of Israel against Yahweh ended. The rebellion

time line shows the Seventy Week or 490 Year prophecy given to
against Yahweh will end with the Battle of Armageddon. The prince of the people who is

Daniel by the angel Gabriel. The only events that have not been
to come is the Anti-Christ. He will confirm a covenant by signing a peace treaty with

fulfilled on this time line are the signing of the peace treaty by
Israel. But in the middle of this seven year period he will break the peace treaty and he

the Anti-Christ and the Battle of Armageddon. If Yahweh should
will bring the Jewish temple sacrifice to an end.

choose, He can certainly extend these dates.
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Taken from Scripture, the chart below gives the time frame
from the beginning of Adam to the final days before Christ returns
the second time. The generations from Adam to Abraham and the
generations from Abraham to Christ have been fulfilled. The next
generations are the church age and the final seven years are the
Tribulation before Christ returns. When the generations have been
completed for the church age, we will enter into the final seven
years and Yeshua will return and set up His Millennial Reign. From
scripture, it can be calculated that there are 2000 years between the
birth of Adam and the birth of Abraham. Between Abraham and
Christ there is also a 2000 year span. The church age could also be
birth of Abraham. Between Abraham and Christ there is also a 2000 year span. The

a 2000 year span, unless Yahweh expands that time.

church age could also be a 2000 year span, unless Yahweh expands that time.
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There were twenty generations that made up the 2000 years
between Adam and Abraham because the lifespan of people was
much longer. There were forty two generations that made up the
2000 years from Abraham to Yeshua because people began to live
shorter lives after Abraham. Fifty six generations of the church age
easily covers 2000 years because the lifespan of man has continued
to decrease.
The church age began at Pentecost which was fifty days
after Christ’s resurrection. Scholars place Yeshua’s crucifixion and
resurrection at AD 32 by calculating the date from the Gospel of
Luke.
“Now in the fifteenth year of the reign of Tiberius
Caesar, Pontius Pilate being governor of Judea,
Herod being tetrarch of Galilee, his brother Philip
tetrarch of Iturea and the region of Trachonitis,
and Lysanias tetrarch of Abilene, while Annas and
Caiaphas were high priests, the word of God came
to John the son of Zacharias in the wilderness.
And he went into all the region around the Jordan,
preaching a baptism of repentance for the remission
of sins” (Luke 3:1-3).
John the Baptist began his ministry in the fifteenth year
of the reign of Tiberius Caesar. It is a historical fact that Tiberius
Caesar began his reign on the 19th of August 14 AD, so the fifteenth
year of his reign would have been AD 29. Yeshua began His
ministry shortly after John the Baptist which lasted approximately
three years. Yeshua’s death, resurrection, and ascension were in AD
32. The Church age began in AD 32 at Pentecost and will continue
for 2000 years. Although the Father in heaven is the only One who
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knows the exact day and time when Yeshua will return, the final
seven years is not too far away.
Scripture states that one day is a thousand years in Yahweh’s
viewpoint. “But, beloved, do not forget this one thing, that with the
Lord one day is as a thousand years, and a thousand years as one
day” (2 Peter 3:8). God created everything in six days and on the
seventh day He rested. Those six days of creation are representative
of the six thousand years of man. These six thousand years complete
the cycle of the Master’s creation because one day is a thousand
years. Yahweh rested on the seventh day which represents the one
thousand year reign of Yeshua on earth.
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The Great Apostasy

I

n the Second book of Thessalonians, it affirms there
will be an apostasy or great falling away from the truth

before the revealing of the Anti-Christ. This will be a season when
there is a great turning from Yahweh and His commandments.
“Now, brethren, concerning the coming of our
Lord Jesus Christ and our gathering together to
Him, we ask you, not to be soon shaken in mind or
troubled, either by spirit or by word or by letter, as
if from us, as though the day of Christ had come.
Let no one deceive you by any means; for that Day
will not come unless the falling away comes first,
and the man of sin is revealed, the son of perdition,
who opposes and exalts himself above all that is
called God or that is worshiped, so that he sits as
God in the temple of God, showing himself that he
is God” (2 Thessalonians 2:1-4).
One of the great lies and falling away from the
commandments of Yahweh is the homosexual movement that is
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sweeping America like wild fire. It saddens my heart to see young
men and women declaring their predilection for the same sex as if
this is a normal societal choice or a civil right. One young woman
said she knew she was going to hell because she is a lesbian; but
she was determined she would not change her mind. She stated that
hell could not be that bad and she lamented that churches ought to
be more tolerant by accepting her sexuality. What she and others
fail to realize is that churches who embrace her lesbianism are a
part of the great apostasy. Churches who are ordaining homosexual
ministers also have been blinded to God’s truth. Our young men,
women and teens have bought into the lie that they were created
by God with homosexual and lesbian desires. Scripture states that
we are wonderfully molded in our mother’s womb by the hand of
Yahweh and it also states that homosexuality is an abomination to
Yahweh.
“For You formed my inward parts;
You covered me in my mother’s womb.
I will praise You, for I am fearfully and
wonderfully made” (Psalm 139:13-14).
“If a man lies with a male as he lies with a
woman, both of them have committed an
abomination” (Leviticus 20:13).
Therefore, to say that Yahweh created men and women
with desires for the same sex is a contradiction to the nature and
character of Yahweh. This homosexual movement is a great apostasy
that is plaguing our nation. Yahweh has warned us in scripture that
His wrath is imminent regarding all sexual immorality, including
adultery, fornication, and homosexuality. In the first book of the
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Bible, Yahweh sent His wrath upon Sodom and Gomorrah for their
rampant homosexuality and violence.
“Now before they lay down, the men of the city,
the men of Sodom, both old and young, all the
people from every quarter, surrounded the house.
And they called to Lot and said to him, “Where
are the men who came to you tonight? Bring them
out to us that we may know them carnally.” When
the morning dawned, the angels urged Lot to
hurry, saying, “Arise, take your wife and your two
daughters who are here, lest you be consumed in
the punishment of the city.” Then the LORD rained
brimstone and fire on Sodom and Gomorrah, from
the LORD out of the heavens. So He overthrew
those cities, all the plain, all the inhabitants of the
cities, and what grew on the ground” (Genesis 19:
4-5, 15, 24-25).
People are being deceived about homosexuality because
they have no love of the truth but they love the pleasure of
unrighteousness.
“And for this reason God will send them strong
delusion, that they should believe the lie, that they
all may be condemned who did not believe the
truth but had pleasure in unrighteousness”
(1 Thessalonians 2:11-12).
The strong delusion that Yahweh will give to people is described in
the Bible. Men and woman will be given over to their vile passions
and desire sexual relations with the same gender.
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“For the wrath of God is revealed from heaven
against all ungodliness and unrighteousness of
men, who suppress the truth in unrighteousness.
Therefore God also gave them up to uncleanness,
in the lusts of their hearts, to dishonor their bodies
among themselves, who exchanged the truth of
God for the lie, and worshiped and served the
creature rather than the Creator, who is blessed
forever. Amen. For this reason God gave them up
to vile passions. For even their women exchanged
the natural use for what is against nature. Likewise
also the men, leaving the natural use of the woman,
burned in their lust for one another, men with
men committing what is shameful, and receiving
in themselves the penalty of their error which
was due. And even as they did not like to retain
God in their knowledge, God gave them over
to a debased mind, to do those things which are
not fitting; being filled with all unrighteousness,
sexual immorality, wickedness, covetousness,
maliciousness; full of envy, murder, strife, deceit,
evil-mindedness; they are whisperers, backbiters,
haters of God, violent, proud, boasters, inventors
of evil things, disobedient to parents, undiscerning,
untrustworthy, unloving, unforgiving, unmerciful;
who, knowing the righteous judgment of God, that
those who practice such things are deserving of
death, not only do the same but also approve of
those who practice them” (Romans 1:18, 24-32).
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Some Christians are looking for the arrival of the AntiChrist, but very few are aware this apostasy must come first. The
arrival of the Anti-Christ cannot occur until this apostasy has
happened in the world. The falling away is having once known
the truth, but turning from it. Is it possible to walk in Yahweh’s
truth and turn from it? The answer is a resounding yes! As a nation,
that is exactly what we have done! There are stories of great
apostasy abounding even in the evangelical church. There is a well
known pastor and author who was raised in an evangelical home
and attended an evangelical college who now denies that hell is
a literal place. He has written in his book that people who have
never professed Christ can be saved after death because God’s love
will ultimately win. There was another pastor who suffocated his
wife in bed so he could pursue a liaison with another woman in his
church. There was a charismatic pastor who beat his wife with a
tire iron, leaving her for dead, because he was having an affair. She
recovered, but refused to testify against him and he moved to the
west coast and began another church.
There might be some who would say these pastors were
never truly saved. I disagree. They all began the race well, but were
enticed with lies, lust, fame, and greed. If church leaders can be
enticed from turning away from Yahweh’s truth, then how much
more can the sheep be tempted? It is important to know the Word
of God so you are not drawn away by leaders who are deceived.
The Holy Bible is our litmus test for truth! If a teaching or lifestyle
does not line up with the Word, then it is not from Yahweh! In the
last days, there will be great deception that can only be uncovered
by what is written in the Bible. Unfortunately there is an entire
generation of people in the church that have no knowledge of the
Bible. This generation could easily become a part of the apostate
~ 25 ~

church because of their neglect of reading the Word. I would
encourage the internet dependant generations to search for a Bible
on line and make it a part of your daily routine, just as texting has
become a daily routine. Another great option is to get an audio
Bible and listen to the Word in your car or while you sleep at night.
It is more dangerous to have a little knowledge about the
Bible and Yahweh, than to have no understanding. There is danger
in becoming easily deceived because you think the knowledge you
possess is enough. “My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge”
(Hosea 4:6). This scripture is not referring to the unbeliever; it is
speaking of Yahweh’s people. How can Yahweh’s people perish
when the Word says that no one can snatch a person out of the
Father’s hand?
“My sheep hear My voice, and I know them, and
they follow Me. And I give them eternal life, and
they shall never perish; neither shall anyone snatch
them out of My hand. My Father, who has given
them to Me, is greater than all; and no one is able
to snatch them out of My Father’s hand”
(John 10:27-29).
Look at these verses closely. There are conditions that must
be met in order for one’s salvation to remain secure. First you must
hear the voice of Yeshua which implicitly implies that you are also
communicating with Him. Second, you must follow Yeshua by
obeying His commands which means you must have knowledge of
the His Commandments. Your eternal life is secure when you love
Yeshua and obey His commands. Then no one can snatch you from
Yahweh’s hand.
Yahweh is the Spirit of the New Covenant who writes His
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law or commandments on the heart of believers of Yeshua. The law
does not justify us; it is the tutor that exposes our sin. Once our sin
is exposed and the hopelessness of our situation becomes real, then
Yeshua’s grace and forgiveness becomes a life line for salvation.
Once we are saved, we obey His commandments not through our
own power or strength, but because the Spirit of Yahweh has given
us a new heart.
“I will give you a new heart and put a new spirit
within you; I will take the heart of stone out of
your flesh and give you a heart of flesh”
(Ezekiel 36:26).
Holy Spirit imparts His power to overcome sin as long as
we agree to forsake that sin. If we hold onto the sin, then we make
Yahweh’s power to set us free from the sin of no effect. Yeshua’s
finished work on the cross has provided power to set the captives
free from indwelling sin.
We display our true love for Yahweh by obeying His laws
which have transformed our hearts through faith in Yeshua. So often
people try to separate the commandments from faith in Yeshua,
when in fact, we demonstrate our love for Yeshua by obeying the
commandments.
“If you keep My commandments, you will abide
in My love, just as I have kept My Father’s
commandments and abide in His love”
(John 15:10).
There are blessings, prosperity, and protection for those
who choose to reflect on the Word of God and be obedient to
Yahweh’s righteous commands.
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Our salvation must be carried out with submission to
Yahweh; otherwise it becomes a contradiction to the cross of
Christ. Yeshua paid the ultimate price for our sins and we should
never cheapen His abundant grace with a flippant attitude towards
His commandments.
“Therefore, my beloved, as you have always
obeyed, not as in my presence only, but now much
more in my absence, work out your own salvation
with fear and trembling” (Philippians 2:12).
Our salvation is an ongoing process that we participate
through obedience to Yahweh. Many people have been taught that
once you repent of your sins and receive Yeshua as your Lord and
Savior, then you are guaranteed a place in heaven. At that moment,
you are saved from hell by Yahweh’s grace, but there must be a
continual commitment to love and obey Him. The beauty of
Yahweh’s grace is that when we do fail at times to obey, we can ask
Yeshua to forgive us and He does. Faith in Yeshua and obedience to
Yahweh’s command is our role in having eternal life; while grace
and forgiveness is Yahweh’s role in our eternal life in heaven.
Under the Old Covenant, the High Priest went into the
Holy of Holies every year to offer the blood of an animal to cover
his sins and the sins of the people. Under the New Covenant,
Yeshua is the sacrifice who was offered once for the sins of all
humanity. Yeshua came according to the power of an endless life
and is our unchangeable priest who continues forever. Yeshua
freely gives this endless life that He possesses to all who receive
Him as Savior. This eternal life that He has given us isn’t just
for our future destination in heaven. Our eternal life begins the
moment we receive Yeshua as our Lord and Savior on this earth.
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This is the reason the Apostle Paul could triumphantly make this
statement.
“For the law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus has
made me free from the law of sin and death”
(Romans 8:2).
Paul understood that Yeshua fulfilled the law and at the
same time became a new law; the law of the Spirit. When you
realize that the law of the Spirit of life that is in Christ is also in
you, it will revolutionize the way you live on this earth. You will
no longer accept living as a poor, sick, defeated child of Yahweh.
Yeshua came so that you could experience life abundantly on this
earth. The problem is that you have believed the lie of Satan that
says sickness, sin, and poverty are a part of the suffering you must
endure on this earth.
Yeshua stated that signs, wonders and miracles would
follow the preaching of the gospel. Some of the church today is
not experiencing these signs, wonders, and miracles because the
full gospel message is not being preached. Only a partial gospel is
being presented because of a lack of faith in the law of the Spirit. It
is easier to have faith to believe you have a place in heaven because
heaven is a future promise. It takes more faith to believe in the full
gospel message and in the “now” promises of Yahweh. The “now”
promises of Yahweh through Yeshua are victory over sin, power
over the enemy, healing for our bodies, healing for our souls and
spirits, peace with Yahweh, and transformation of our self-will into
Yahweh’s will.
The modern church has institutionalized the gospel and
Holy Spirit is not present for the working of signs, wonders, and
miracles. In the very near future, Yahweh will be establishing
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Gospel Healing Centers that are His! The full gospel message
will be preached and people will be gloriously saved, healed, set
free, delivered, transformed, baptized and immersed in the law of
the Spirit. My husband and I, along with several others, will be
building and establishing these Gospel Healing Centers all over the
USA. These healing centers will begin in eastern United States and
rapidly spread to the west coast as a mighty sweeping fire of His
Holy Spirit. There will be a great outpouring of the law of the Spirit
of life in Yeshua and millions will be birthed into the kingdom
of God. This great revival and the great apostasy will be at the
opposite ends of the spectrum of humanity. The great revival is the
work of Yeshua and the great apostasy is the work of Satan.
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~ Chapter Three ~

Heart Healing
Transformation

H

oly Spirit gave me this wonderful teaching to protect
and guard the hearts of His children so we do not

fall into this great end time apostasy that is sweeping the world.
I was praying and fasting and Yahweh said this to me: “I want to
show you your heart. You have different compartments in your
heart and these compartments need to be purified, rectified, and
sanctified. Only My Spirit can accomplish this mighty work in
a person’s heart.” A heart that is purified by Holy Spirit is one
that is cleared from imperfection and defilement so that it is free
from guilt or moral blemish. A heart that is rectified is one that is
corrected by Holy Spirit by removing any error. A sanctified heart
is one that is set apart for Yahweh’s holy purpose through Holy
Spirit’s impartation which produces a sacred consecration. Holy
Spirit began to describe the different compartments of the heart
that need to be purified, rectified, and sanctified. The physical heart
has four chambers that pump blood and Holy Spirit revealed to me
there are also four compartments that correlate to these chambers.
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These compartments of your heart are your emotions, your past
experiences, your current desires, and your future expectations.
Heart Compartments
1.

Emotions

2.

Past Experiences

3.

Current Desires

4.

Future Expectations

Emotions
Emotions are the part of your heart that contains every
possible feeling that you have ever experienced or will experience.
The Bible lists these emotions connected with the heart as love,
joy, compassion, gladness, merriment, rejoicing, loyalty, hatred,
anger, disappointment, discouragement, fear, confusion, anxiety,
sorrow, grief, turmoil, lust, and perversion. Your emotions can be
rooted in pride and you can be overwhelmed, unsettled, troubled,
obstinate, and stubborn. This gamut of emotions controls our
attitude, language, and actions and Holy Spirit wants to remove the
negative emotions and at the same time elevate the positive ones. A
simple key to having the negative emotions erased from our heart
is to ask Him to divinely remove them. Yahweh doesn’t want them
there, but you have to be in agreement in order for Holy Spirit to
remove them. Ask Holy Spirit to increase His love and compassion
for people and you will see your life completely transformed
emotionally.
Yahweh also revealed to me the compartments of His heart
so we would view Him as a person with genuine emotions. “I have
compartments in My heart and I will tell you those things that
I want you to know. My heart has many facets. I will explain
some of those facets so you can better understand your own heart.
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There is a love compartment in My heart and your heart which
defines who and what we love. Contrary to what people say and
teach, I do not love all people. There is a cliché that is bantered
around that is false. It says: ‘God loves the sinner but hates the
sin.’ The sinner is at enmity with Me until the sinner has repented
of sin and is cleansed by My Son’s blood.”
“Do you not know that friendship with the world is
enmity with God? Whoever therefore wants to be
a friend of the world makes himself an enemy of
God” (James 4:4).
When a person’s spirit is born again by My Spirit, the love
compartment of their heart is renewed. Have you noticed how you
love other believers even when you meet them for the first time?
The love you feel is a sanctified love because I love them. As My
child, you will love people whom I love.”
“Now, let Me explain the hatred portion of My heart.
Yes, I have a portion of My heart that hates. To some this may
seem sacrilegious, but I am not about religion. Everyone has a
compartment in their heart called hate. You must hate what I
hate. I hate sin!”
“You who love the LORD, hate evil! He preserves
the souls of His saints; He delivers them out of the
hand of the wicked” (Psalm 97:10).
I hate evil practices and evil thoughts. I hate the abuse
of children in any form. I hate sexual encounters outside the
boundaries of a covenant marriage. I hate the person who sows
discord among My people. I hate idol worship! I hate lies! I hate
when My commandments are broken. You must learn to hate the
things I hate.”
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“These six things the LORD hates,
Yes, seven are an abomination to Him:
A proud look,
A lying tongue,
Hands that shed innocent blood,
A heart that devises wicked plans,
Feet that are swift in running to evil,
A false witness who speaks lies,
And one who sows discord among brethren”
(Proverbs 6:16-19).
“For You are not a God who takes pleasure in
wickedness,
Nor shall evil dwell with You.
The boastful shall not stand in Your sight;
You hate all workers of iniquity.
You shall destroy those who speak falsehood;
The LORD abhors the bloodthirsty and deceitful man”
(Psalm 5:4-6).
“Hatred becomes perverted when it is based on
unforgiveness.

When a person becomes My child through

salvation in Yeshua, they must forgive all people of all offenses.
People are in hell because they refuse to forgive. If you do not
forgive others, then I will not forgive you.”
King David understood the importance of hating what
God hates when he penned these words in the Psalms. He knew
there was a perfected hatred that would not anger God when
his hatred aligned with God’s hatred. Most people do not know
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or practice this type of hatred because their hatred has been
tainted through sin and unforgiveness.
“Do I not hate them, O LORD, who hate You?
And do I not loathe those who rise up against You?
I hate them with perfect hatred;
I count them my enemies” (Psalm 139:21-22).
“There is also a portion of My heart that is filled with
compassion. If it were not for compassion, I never would have
sent My Son to this earth to be the ransom for many. I have great
compassion for all people, even the sinner. My child, do not
mistake love for compassion. You have compassion for those who
are not saved because you know their eternal destination is hell.
You love those who are saved because My Spirit within you loves
them. I have compassion for the sinner, but I do not love their sin.
I abhor all sin! When My people abhor what I do, they will no
longer partake of sin. Their sin will become repulsive to them. My
great compassion for people flows from My heart like a mighty
rushing river. Swim in My river of compassion and you will view
people differently. You will begin to see people as I see them.”
“A third compartment of My heart has a section called
joy. Joy is that unspeakable emotion that wells up inside of Me
when I know that you love Me. My joy is complete through your
love. I diligently seek those who truly love Me because love brings
great joy to Me! I am giddy with joy when you express your love to
Me through praise, worship, obedience, and spending time with
Me. Right now I am excited with joy because you really want to
know My heart. My joy is complete because you have spent time
to listen to Me.”
“Anguish is another compartment of My heart. My heart
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grieves when one of My created refuses Me as their Creator. I
have tears that stream down My face. Not many know that I have
tears of anguish for those who refuse My gift of salvation through
My Son. My child, you also feel anguish in your heart for those
who refuse My gift of salvation. You are created in My image in
a unique way that reflects my emotions. I want you to see Me as a
person so your intimacy can grow.”
“When a person dates, they learn all the important
details about that person. Things are catalogued in the recesses
of the mind, such as their favorite foods, choice of movies, music
preference, and hobbies. Emotional triggers which create positive
responses are fostered while the negative ones are avoided. As
the bond grows into a love relationship, there is a desire to spend
much time with that person. This entire dating process and love
relationship should be the same with Me. My people on earth are
betrothed to Me and this is the time where they should discover
My likes and My dislikes. You can know My heart and know My
emotions. As your love grows for Me, you will want to spend more
time with Me. As in all true love relationships, the one you love
is never too far from your thoughts. I think about My children
all the time! I want my sons and daughters to think about Me
all the time. Process decisions through the grid of this thought.
“What would my Father in heaven think if I made this decision?”
Seek Me for decisions regarding your life. This is prudence and I
promise to make My answers abundantly clear.”
“Many people do not want to acknowledge that I have
anger. It is true that I embody love to the fullest, but I also display
anger towards disobedient children. My anger was aroused
against the Israelites when they turned from Me to worship the
idols of the pagans. My anger was aroused against Balaam when
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he decided to meet with Balak. My anger was aroused against
Moses when he struck the rock instead of speaking to it as I
instructed. Because of his disobedience, I did not permit him to
enter into the Land of Promise. My anger was aroused against
Saul when he offered the sacrifice instead of waiting for Samuel.
He disobeyed My commandment in the protocol for making
offerings. My anger was hot against Ananias and Saphira for
lying about their offering. They transpired and reported they
had given the full amount of the property value which was a
lie. I discipline My children according to their knowledge of My
commands. My anger is also aroused against nations and people
who come against Israel. My anger is always just! I will never
punish or discipline unjustly.”

Past Experiences
The second compartment of your heart contains the
history of your past experiences, whether they were good or bad.
Our hearts contain the most devastating or the most pleasurable
incidents in our lives. Incidents involving the actions of people that
have impacted us in a negative way are what Holy Spirit wants to
purify and rectify so our hearts can be healed. There are a multitude
of people who have wounded hearts from their past experiences.
“For I am poor and needy, And my heart is wounded within me”
(Psalm 109:22).
Rejection, sexual abuse, physical abuse, verbal abuse,
divorce, words of hatred, betrayal of trust, marital infidelity, and
theft of personal property are just a few of the heart wounds that
need to be healed through the power of Holy Spirit. The key to
having your past wounds healed is to forgive your offender.
Anyone who holds a grudge by choosing not to forgive allows their
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heart to remain wounded. A wounded heart is an open door that
allows entrance for sickness and disease. There are many people
who have developed physical sickness as a result of a wounded
heart and they have no clue that their emotional wounds are the
reason for their sickness. Many of these sicknesses originate from
a wounded heart and physicians fail to identify the true source of
disease. Pharmacology treats the symptoms of the disease when the
root cause in most cases is a wounded heart. Yeshua shed His blood
on the cross so our sins could be forgiven, our hearts could be set
free from all emotional pain and our bodies physically healed. He
rose from the dead with resurrection power and He freely gives
His resurrection power to all who have a personal relationship with
Him.
If you are searching for a healing and have had no success
with medical doctors, you need Yeshua’s resurrection power to get
your wounded heart and your physical body healed. Follow these
steps to purify your heart so there can be a manifestation of your
physical healing.
1. Yeshua, please forgive me of all my past sins and forgive
those who have sinned against me.
2. Yeshua, I choose to forgive all who have hurt me emotionally
or physically and I do not hold them accountable for their
actions against me. (Name each person you are forgiving
and the offense they caused you.)
3. Yeshua, pour Your power, light and glory into me so my
heart is healed and I am free from all emotional wounds
and trauma.
4. Now that my past wounds are healed and there are no open
doors for sickness, I command sickness to leave my body
in the Name of Yeshua. In the Name of Yeshua I command
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(Name the specific sickness, disease or pain) to get out of
my body. I am free because whom the Son sets free is free
indeed!

Current Desires
The third part of your heart contains all your desires,
whether they are physical desires, emotional desires, or spiritual
desires. Did you ever ponder where your sexual desires originate? It
is in the compartment of your heart called desire. God created both
men and women with a desire to become one with the opposite sex,
but only through the marriage covenant. Because God has given
both men and women the desire to procreate, this desire needs to be
purified from any defilement and sanctified through the marriage
bed. Sex outside of the marriage covenant always carries a measure
of guilt. Yahweh has the perfect spouse chosen for His children,
even before the beginning of time. But most of His children do not
take the time to seek His counsel for His perfect choice of a mate
and they marry outside of Yahweh’s perfect plan for them. These
marriages generally fail or never progress to oneness that Yahweh
ordained for a husband and wife. There is an innate desire to be
loved by a husband or a wife and that is stored in the compartment
of the heart called emotional desire. People who desire to be loved
by the same sex need to have this compartment of their heart
changed by Holy Spirit. Only Holy Spirit can shine His light in this
heart and correct the error and remove it.
Yeshua taught in such a way that people could relate to
and understand His teachings. He did not rely on men to confirm
His message because Yeshua knew what was in the true hearts
of people. Yeshua made His message simple, yet profound, as
He took the great wisdom of Yahweh and brought it to earth so
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hearts could be transformed. Transformation starts inwardly in
the heart and moves to the outward man through actions. There
can be no true outward changes that are lasting unless the heart
is first transformed. Resolutions for changing diets, bad habits,
or destructive ways seldom work. Over weight people, smokers,
habitual drinkers, drug users and pornography viewers will seldom
be able to overcome their addictions without first being transformed
on the inside. This compartment of the heart needs to be purified,
rectified, and sanctified and this can only occur through the power
of Holy Spirit. Once a person has been renewed through salvation
in Yeshua, then there is real power to overcome addictions. Yeshua
came to save us from sin and to set the captives free.
“The Spirit of the Lord GOD is upon Me,
Because the LORD has anointed Me
To preach good tidings to the poor;
He has sent Me to heal the brokenhearted,
To proclaim liberty to the captives,
And the opening of the prison to those who are
bound” (Isaiah 61:1).
One of the greatest enticements of mankind is for illicit
sex. In the first thirty eight chapters of the Bible, the Book of
Genesis reports that sexual sin was already rampant. There were
the homosexuals of Sodom, the incest of the daughters with Lot,
the adultery of Abraham with Hagar, the rape of Dinah, and the
prostitution of Tamar with Judah. The homosexuality, incest,
adultery, rape, and prostitution of Genesis have reached new
heights of depravity in this generation. Every day new stories
plaster the headlines of newspapers, so there is no doubt that illicit
sex is an epidemic. Sexual sin is a choice, but it can also be an
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iniquity passed down from past generations. In some cases there
is a sexual spirit attached to the iniquity which needs to be cast
out to set a person free. Yeshua desperately wants to change the
hearts of people so they can be set free from the addiction of illicit
sex. Marriages have been destroyed, political leaders have been
removed, coaches have been prosecuted, rapists have been jailed,
prostitutes have been murdered, pedophiles have been exposed
through media stings, and church leaders have been disqualified
for ministry. Illicit sex destroys! Make no mistake, what you think
is done in secret, Yahweh will expose. Yeshua is calling people to
repent of their sexual sin before it destroys them for all eternity in
hell. This is a message from Yahweh! Embrace it and receive life.
Refuse it and receive death.
Holy Spirit purifies, rectifies and sanctifies the heart through
salvation in Yeshua and righteous speech is a distinguishing mark
of a born again Christian.
“A good man out of the good treasure of his heart
brings forth good; and an evil man out of the evil
treasure of his heart brings forth evil. For out of the
abundance of the heart his mouth speaks”
(Luke 6:45).
The born again heart is one of uprightness, integrity,
honesty, and is full of wisdom and understanding. God imparts
wisdom in the hearts of His children, especially when they ask for
wisdom. “If any of you lacks wisdom, let him ask of God, who
gives to all liberally and without reproach, and it will be given to
him” (James 1:5). Solomon asked God for wisdom and he received
overflowing blessings just for requesting it. “Now all the earth
sought the presence of Solomon to hear his wisdom, which God
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had put in his heart” (1 Kings 10:24). Solomon had a great measure
of wisdom and yet his heart still deceived him when he fell in love
with women that were forbidden by the Lord.
“But King Solomon loved many foreign women,
as well as the daughter of Pharaoh: women of the
Moabites, Ammonites, Edomites, Sidonians, and
Hittites— from the nations of whom the LORD
had said to the children of Israel, “You shall not
intermarry with them, nor they with you. Surely
they will turn away your hearts after their gods.”
Solomon clung to these in love. And he had seven
hundred wives, princesses, and three hundred
concubines; and his wives turned away his heart.
For it was so, when Solomon was old, that his
wives turned his heart after other gods; and his
heart was not loyal to the LORD his God, as was
the heart of his father David”
(1 Kings 11:1-4).
Our hearts can be deceived through lusts of the flesh without
ever raising a red flag that something is wrong. Only Yahweh
truly knows the inward matters of the hearts of each person. It is
important that we ask Holy Spirit to search our hearts to uncover
any hidden wickedness that can manifest into sin. Yahweh tests the
heart to expose any wicked way that needs to be purged by Holy
Spirit.
David knew that the hearts of men could easily be corrupted
with the material wealth set aside for the temple. He must have
seen signs in his son’s heart that indicated Solomon could forsake
Yahweh. David gathered all the material to build the temple and
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he knew Solomon would build it. David prayed that the people’s
hearts would not forget about the temple once he was gone and that
his son would have a loyal heart toward God.
“And give my son Solomon a loyal heart to keep
Your commandments and Your testimonies and
Your statutes, to do all these things, and to build
the temple for which I have made provision”
(1 Chronicles 29:19).
Yahweh can stir the hearts of people to accomplish His
plans because the heart is the seat of our emotions, the history
of our past, the desire of our present, and the hope of our future.
Yahweh stirred Nehemiah’s heart to return to Jerusalem to rebuild
the walls around the city. Holy Spirit appealed to Nehemiah’s love
and compassion for his fellow brethren to prompt him to return to
Jerusalem. He reminded Nehemiah of his past life there and gave
him a hope for the future of Jerusalem. Then Holy Spirit gave him
a desire to return. God accomplished all of this through the heart
of Nehemiah. Yahweh appeals to the different compartments of
our hearts to accomplish His plans and He searches our hearts to
determine if we are loyal to Him. He also places spiritual desires in
our hearts that draw us closer to Yahweh and His presence. “When
You said, “Seek My face,” My heart said to You, “Your face,
LORD, I will seek” (Psalm 27:8). When our desires are in line
with the Word and we have been purified, rectified and sanctified,
then He will give us the desires of our hearts!

Future Expectations
Future expectations are the fourth compartment of your
heart where there is a hope for things that have not yet occurred.
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Everyone has dreams and visions for their future whether that is
an education, marriage, children, a career, a business or a home.
We were created by Yahweh to have a part of our heart contain
our future hopes. The ultimate hope of every believer is having
the security of eternal life in heaven to love Yeshua and to bask in
His presence. Heaven is a real place with lush green hills, brilliant
flowers, magnificent structures, roads paved with translucent gold,
and trees with luscious fruit. It is a place of pure joy and laughter,
great family gatherings, and lots of worship.
Without the future hope of life beyond this earth, our hearts
become sick. A sick heart produces a sick body. “Hope deferred
makes the heart sick, But when the desire comes, it is a tree of
life” (Proverbs 34:18). Atheists and Agnostics are some of the
most disheartened and depressed people because they have no
hope for a future beyond this earth. If this world is the best they
can hope to experience, it is no wonder their hearts are filled with
disappointment. “Now hope does not disappoint, because the love
of God has been poured out in our hearts by the Holy Spirit who
was given to us” (Romans 5:5).
Future expectations are not limited to eternal life in heaven.
Our future expectations begin here on earth with Yahweh’s perfect
plan for our lives. Living as a child of the Most High is an awesome
adventure that has many rewards. I can testify from my own
experiences that following Yahweh and Yeshua with all my heart
has been an over-the-top exhilarating journey. Every day begins
with a fresh start, so if I didn’t get it right yesterday, I don’t have
to wallow in my disappointments. I am on the venture of a lifetime
and I will not stop until my Papa says He wants me in heaven more
than He needs me on earth. I love and adore My Papa Father!
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~ Chapter Four ~

Mind Renewing Makeover

L

ike the heart, there are compartments of the mind that
need to renewed and reshaped. The Lord said, “The

brain and the mind are intricately linked. Think of the brain as
the vehicle through which the mind operates. The brain is the
physical portion and the mind is the soul portion and both are
needed to function. There are compartments in the mind that
need to be renewed and restructured by the power of Holy Spirit.
These compartments of the mind are knowledge, thoughts, will,
and communication.”
Mind Compartments
1.

Knowledge

2.

Thoughts

3.

Will

4.

Communication

Knowledge
Knowledge is the condition of knowing something with
familiarity, gained through study, investigation, observation or
experience. The circumstances or conditions of apprehending these
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truths are vital in order to have correct knowledge. The knowledge
that we possessed of Yeshua before we were born again by Holy
Spirit was overturned when we became a child of Yahweh. Our
knowledge of Yahweh needs to be continually renewed and
restructured because we were given false information before we
became believers. Some were never taught that Yahweh is the
only God of the universe because they were raised in Atheist or
Agnostic homes. Others were raised with institutionalized religion
that projected their Father in heaven as a distant and unattainable
God. Most of us have religious backgrounds that have dictated our
concept of Yahweh, but now we need to obtain correct knowledge
through our born again spirits.
Since knowledge is the condition of knowing something
with familiarity, gained through study, investigation and experience;
the knowledge of Yahweh is gained through the same process. The
compartment of our mind that contains knowledge must be reshaped
when it comes to our preconceived and ill learned impressions of
Him. This is accomplished by spending quiet one-on-one time with
Father and talking to Him as if you were confiding in your best
friend. I call Yahweh my “Papa” when I am talking to Him because
I have an intimate Father-daughter relationship with Him. I ask
Him many questions and He answers when I take the time to listen.
The key to hearing Yahweh’s voice is to remain quiet long enough
to hear what He wants to say to you. Your relationship with Papa
Father is a two way conversation contrary to what some may think.
Yahweh wants to speak with you! Allow your knowledge of Him to
be renewed to the point that you can’t wait to converse with Him!
He is waiting eagerly to talk with you.
It is not beyond Yahweh’s grace or abilities to impart
knowledge about Himself, when He knows He has an eager
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listener. He can also impart skill and understanding so His children
can accomplish mighty tasks. Daniel, Meshach, Shadrach, and
Abednego were taken into Babylonian captivity when they were
teenagers. Yahweh’s desire was to prosper them in this foreign land
that worshipped idols so they could stand out as true followers of
the God of Israel. “As for these four young men, God gave them
knowledge and skill in all literature and wisdom; and Daniel had
understanding in all visions and dreams” (Daniel 1:17). These
young men stood out to the point that Nebuchadnezzar promoted
them to govern over the affairs in the province of Babylon. Yahweh
desires to impart knowledge and skills to His children so we stand
out as followers of Yeshua. He wants to pour out His favor upon His
children to cause others to desire Christ. It is important to verbally
express to others about the blessings Papa Father has bestowed
upon us to provoke them to yearn for Him.

Thoughts
Thoughts are the second compartment of the mind that
needs to be renewed. Our thoughts are the intellectual product
of organized views over a period of time. These views have been
adapted through our experiences with people and places. Our
memory, recollection and worldview are also stored in the thought
compartment of the mind. Cognitive thoughts are racing through
our mind all our waking hours and during the hours of sleep there
is still subconscious intellectual activity. It seems this part of our
mind is in constant motion.
Our thoughts need to be redirected when they become
obscene, violent, angry, sorrowful, pitiful, lustful, greedy, or
depressing. Holy Spirit desires to restructure these ungodly thoughts
in this compartment of the mind so we are not tempted to act on
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them. Some people reason that destructive thoughts are harmless
because no one knows what you are thinking. But the Bible clearly
states that your thoughts will eventually define who you are and
what actions you will take. “For as he thinks in his heart, so is
he” (Proverbs 23:7). Every thought that enters our minds needs to
be evaluated for its value and content. There is a spiritual battle
waging for the thoughts of our minds.
“For the weapons of our warfare are not carnal
but mighty in God for pulling down strongholds,
casting down arguments and every high thing that
exalts itself against the knowledge of God, bringing
every thought into captivity to the obedience of
Christ, and being ready to punish all disobedience
when your obedience is fulfilled”
(2 Corinthians 10:4-6).
The mind is Satan’s greatest battlefield in the believer
because he can deposit doubt, fear, unbelief, and wrong desires.
These wrong thoughts need to be discarded so they no longer have
a foothold to become a reality. Satan knows that an evil desire
entertained long enough will lead to sin and can eventually lead to
spiritual death.
“Then, when desire has conceived, it gives birth
to sin; and sin, when it is full-grown, brings forth
death” (James 1:15).
The battle of the mind is a constant assault from the enemy
for some people. You must know that you have control over your
thoughts and no one can force you to think a certain way, not
even the enemy. An idea can be planted by demonic spirits, but
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ultimately you decide whether to entertain the idea or discard it.
When you discard the wrong thought, there is triumph and it makes
each ensuing battle for the mind an easier victory. Thoughts need to
be constantly reshaped so that our propensity toward a particular sin
no longer has a grip. You must not entertain thoughts that you know
are wrong. The longer the immoral thought is allowed to remain, the
more at risk you are to act upon it and the easier it is for the thought
to return. If there is a reoccurring thought such as depression or
suicide, you need to formulate a constructive thought in advance to
overtake the destructive thought. When harmful thoughts come into
your mind, reshape your thoughts on purpose. The key to success
is restructuring dangerous thoughts by having a good replacement
thought ready to meditate upon. Thoughts about Father’s blessings
in your life and His love through Yeshua are an amazing way to
disperse perilous thoughts. Reciting scripture is another powerful
way to restructure dangerous thoughts. Proclaiming Psalm 23 out
loud is a great way to release Yahweh’s power over destructive
thoughts.

Will
The individual will is the third compartment of the mind
that needs to be reshaped. Man’s will is the distinct power over
one’s actions or emotions. Choices determined in the mind are
dependent upon discipline, self-control and willpower. Decisions
are made in this compartment of the mind based on information
that has been processed in the knowledge part of the mind. We all
have been given a free will to decide if we believe in Yahweh and
Yeshua His Son. Once the information is presented through the
gospel message, we have a free will to choose life or death. If this
part of the mind rejects the information, then the choice is to reject
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Christ. This decision is based on the free will that Father has given
us. Yahweh does not want forced followers; He desires people to
love Him on their own volition.
Once we are children of Yahweh, our will needs to be
conformed to His will. Our old nature fights to maintain control
through willpower. We cling to the chaos of this world by refusing
to surrender our will to our heavenly Father. If we submit our will,
Yahweh will give us greater power. If we are agreeable to have our
will renewed and restructured by the hand of Yahweh, our lives
would be more creative and productive.
“And do not be conformed to this world, but be
transformed by the renewing of your mind, that
you may prove what is that good and acceptable
and perfect will of God”

(Romans 12:20).

Our will needs to be reshaped so there is a fresh move
towards spiritual perfection. This can only happen if we surrender
completely to Holy Spirit and give Him carte blanche with our
lives. There are areas in our lives that we refuse to give Holy Spirit
control and these are the areas that cause us the most problems. You
would think that after repeated dilemmas, we would finally submit
our will to gain His power, but we are just like the Israelites! We can
be stubborn and hard-hearted people who think we can successfully
overcome the world’s negative influence through our own power.
Our power comes from Christ alone.
“If then you were raised with Christ, seek those
things which are above, where Christ is, sitting
at the right hand of God. Set your mind on things
above, not on things on the earth. For you died,
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and your life is hidden with Christ in God”
(Colossians 3:1-3).

Communication
Communication is the fourth compartment of the mind and
it’s a process by which information is exchanged by individuals
through a common language. A person’s words establish whether
they need to have the communication compartment of their mind
renewed. Using Yeshua’s name as a swear word is a sure sign that
they have not been born again by the Spirit of Yahweh.
“But I say to you that for every idle word men may
speak, they will give account of it in the day of
judgment. For by your words you will be justified,
and by your words you will be condemned”
(Matthew 12:36-37).
The words we speak have creative or destructive power.
“Death and life are in the power of the tongue” (Proverbs 18:21).
Our words have power to produce good things or evil things,
depending on what we speak. Our words release energy through
the vibration of our voice to produce things in the spiritual realm.
Our words move from the spiritual realm into the natural realm by
exercising faith. For example, when we pray in faith for something
to happen, we are creating the energy through our voices so that
thing can happen. When the words are mixed with faith in Yahweh’s
ability to make the thing happen, then the prayer manifests in the
natural realm. A dear friend of mine witnessed how my words were
released into the spiritual realm to produce power in the natural
realm. I was standing in her kitchen explaining the power of our
spoken words and she saw waves of light coming out of my mouth.
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These light waves traveled out of my mouth in a rolling wavy
motion and were releasing God’s power so the woman could
understand the principle I was teaching. Spoken words release
Yahweh’s power for salvation, healing, deliverance, and miracles.
Through observing her Son, Mary learned the power
of the spoken word. The reason Mary could say to those at the
wedding feast in Cana, “Whatever He says to do, do it,” was
because she had witnessed Yeshua’s words releasing power for
things to happen. Although changing water into wine was Yeshua’s
first recorded public miracle, He was probably doing supernatural
things through His spoken word in Mary’s household. As a
mother, she knew her son. She knew that he was different than all
her other children and that He possessed an unexplained power.
Mary knew the power of His spoken words to accomplish things.
She knew her Son so well that she commanded the servants at the
wedding feast to do all that Yeshua told them to do. When you
see someone operating in power that produces results, there is a
confidence or faith that this person can get the job done. Mary saw
that her Son could speak and things would happen in the natural
realm. Although she may have pondered how His spoken words
worked, she knew they did.
Yeshua spoke and instructed the servants to fill the pots
with water. It was His intent to provide wine for the wedding, so
He did not have to say a drawn-out prayer over the water. His
spoken command to fill the pots with water was sufficient because
it was His intent to provide wine. Sometimes as Christians we
get so caught up in flowery prayers that make us look spiritual,
when we should be concentrating more on the intent of the prayer.
Our words release the power behind the intent. If you doubt the
intentions behind the prayer, then it is a prayer spoken without
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faith. Any prayers spoken without faith will have no power to
become a reality.
After they filled the water pots, Yeshua simply told them
to draw some of the liquid out and take it the master of ceremonies
who was in charge of the wedding. When the wedding coordinator
tasted the wine, it was perfect and surpassed the taste of the best
wine that had already been served. Yeshua’s intent, along with His
spoken words, released power to create the most superb wine ever
made.
Our intent and words have the power to do the same things
that Yeshua did; if we only believe! The problem is, most of the time
we don’t believe the things we are praying for. We say the words
and at the same time there is doubt in our heart that the prayer will
come to pass. The moment doubt enters the heart; the words of
the prayer fall to the ground and will not accomplish anything. We
need to ask in faith!
“But let him ask in faith, with no doubting, for he
who doubts is like a wave of the sea driven and
tossed by the wind. For let not that man suppose
that he will receive anything from the Lord; he is a
double-minded man, unstable in all his ways”
(James 1:6-8).
Once we believe we will receive the thing we are praying
for, we can boldly speak the words and it will happen. This is not a
naming and claiming theology. There must be faith to back up the
words spoken. Faith produces the intent of the prayer. The spoken
word releases the intent to become a reality. This is how Yeshua
operated when He changed the water into wine. This is a biblical
principle that we desperately need to understand if we are going
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to operate in the power of Holy Spirit. Your heart and your words
must agree in order to have mountain moving faith that produces
results.
“For assuredly, I say to you, whoever says to this
mountain, ‘Be removed and be cast into the sea,’
and does not doubt in his heart, but believes that
those things he says will be done, he will have
whatever he says” (Mark 11:23).
“Now faith is the substance of things hoped for,
the evidence of things not seen” (Hebrews 11:1).
The substance only exists in your mind and heart until
you apply faith and words to make the thing appear. Faith gives
it substance so that it appears and becomes visible. Yeshua
demonstrated this principle when He multiplied the loaves and the
fishes. With His words, He gave thanks and blessed the loaves and
fishes with the intent to feed the five thousand people. Through His
spoken word and His intentional faith, the loaves and the fishes
appeared in the natural realm. This goes against all laws of physics
to have loaves of bread and fishes just appear out of nowhere, but
Yeshua was not operating under the laws of physics.
We do not have to operate under the laws of physics. We
can operate under the laws of the kingdom of God. “For indeed,
the kingdom of God is within you” (Luke 17:21). Holy Spirit of
Yahweh dwells within a born again believer and He is the kingdom
of God within us. At our new birth, we no longer have to operate
under the physical laws that govern the world because we have
been given the law of the Spirit. The law of the Spirit is not confined
to the laws of the earth. Our new birth transported us out of the
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natural realm into the supernatural realm so we can understand all
that Yahweh has given us.
“Now we have received, not the spirit of the world,
but the Spirit who is from God, that we might
know the things that have been freely given to us
by God” (1 Corinthians 2:12).
“Therefore He who supplies the Spirit to you and
works miracles among you, does He do it by the
works of the law, or by the hearing of faith?”
(Galatians 3:5).
We are set free from the laws of this world and that is the
premise for miracles and divine healing in our bodies. Healing and
miracles are contrary to the natural laws of this world and that is the
reason unbelievers cannot grasp them. Divine health is one of the
promises of Holy Spirit.
“But if the Spirit of Him who raised Jesus from
the dead dwells in you, He who raised Christ from
the dead will also give life to your mortal bodies
through His Spirit who dwells in you”
(Romans 8:11).
This scripture states that Holy Spirit gives life to our bodies
here on earth. We do not have to wait until heaven to have life and
wholeness in our mortal bodies
If you believe in faith that Yeshua has healing for your
body, then you can speak those words that will carry the healing
power of Holy Spirit into your diseased body. Your spoken word
is a catalyst that releases faith to become a physical healing. Every
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dead organ, diseased cell, broken bone, and contaminated blood
cell is restored to life. This is the law of the Spirit of life released
into a sickened and diseased body to produce healing. This is the
power of our words, combined with faith, to produce supernatural
results.
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~ Chapter Five ~

Communication God’s Way

Y

ahweh communicates to His people, but not through
our minds. He communicates to us through our spirits,

which is the only part of man that can connect with our Father in
heaven. Once our spirit receives Father’s message, it moves to the
compartment of the mind through the power of His Holy Spirit.
Praying in tongues is a form of communication to Yahweh that bypasses the mind and that is why it is called praying in the spirit.
Although we are using our mouths to communicate, the language
is produced by Holy Spirit through our spirits. It takes no thought
process to speak in tongues; it is purely a spiritual phenomenon to
help us pray according to the will of Yahweh. Every child of God
needs to be able to communicate to Him through tongues because
it will always be the perfect prayer.
When we pray in tongues, we are speaking spiritual
mysteries imparted to us through Holy Spirit. We cannot grasp the
spiritual mysteries through our intellect, only through our spirits.
These spiritual mysteries are from Yahweh and they edify and build
up our spirits.
“For he who speaks in a tongue does not speak
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to men but to God, for no one understands him;
however, in the spirit he speaks mysteries. He who
speaks in a tongue edifies himself, but he who
prophesies edifies the church”
(1 Corinthians 14:2, 4).
While praying in tongues, Holy Spirit deposits important
information to us from Yahweh. Once this information is in our
spirit, it moves to the mind as a thought or impression from Yahweh.
Obtaining the mind and will of Yahweh is a very vital reason for
praying in the spirit in tongues. We yield our mouth to Holy Spirit
so He can speak through us to reveal the will of our heavenly Father.
Our intellect and emotions can block us from receiving revelations
and truly hearing His voice. Praying in tongues is imperative so
there can be transference of Father’s revelations from His Holy
Spirit to our spirits. The spiritual atmosphere is conducive to receive
things from Yahweh while we submit our mouths to Holy Spirit.
It is important to pray in tongues in order for your spirit to
grow and increase in an intimate relationship with Yahweh. For
those born again believers who cannot pray in tongues, you need to
ask Holy Spirit for this gift. It is an essential gift to increase your
spiritual growth. Press into Holy Spirit and tell Him that you want
this gift and you will not be satisfied until He gives it to you! Desire
the gift of tongues as much as you desire life and breath! If you are
desperate for the Baptism in Holy Spirit, read on because you are
about to receive it!
Before Yeshua ascended to heaven after His resurrection,
He instructed His followers to wait for a very powerful gift from
His Father in heaven.
“But you shall receive power when the Holy Spirit
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has come upon you; and you shall be witnesses to
Me in Jerusalem, and in all Judea and Samaria, and
to the end of the earth” (Acts 1:8).
This extraordinary gift was the power of Holy Spirit to be a
witness to others about your great gift of salvation through Yeshua.
The only way to be an influential witness of Christ is to live a
victorious abundant life through His amazing power. The disciples
of Yeshua waited in an upper room for ten days for this great gift
from their heavenly Father. To those who did not lose heart and
remained in the upper room, their perseverance and faith became
the catalyst in securing Yeshua’s promise.
How often do we hear a promise from our heavenly Father,
but we get impatient? The waiting becomes too long and we move
on to other things. We don’t see the fulfillment of His promise
because of impatience and a lack of faith. Some who are reading
this book have desired the Baptism of Holy Spirit with the evidence
of speaking in tongues and have not seen the promise fulfilled. This
day you will receive the Baptism of His Holy Spirit! You will be
speaking in tongues because Papa Father wants you to have His
power to be a witness to your friends and family that you are living
an abundant life through Yeshua! The reason you have not received
the Baptism of His Holy Spirit in the past is because you were
either taught incorrectly how to receive it, or you have not been
connected to a person who is anointed to impart the Baptism of His
Holy Spirit. I have been anointed by Yahweh to impart the Baptism
of His Holy Spirit and everyone I have prayed for that truly wanted
to received it, are now speaking in tongues. I have imparted the
Baptism of His Holy Spirit all over the world. I have imparted the
gift of tongues to people in India, Africa, Israel, on airplanes, by
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the Sea of Galilee, in church settings, public parks, and many more
places. I will be imparting the Baptism through this book because
Yahweh instructed me to do this. One thing I have come to know is
that nothing is impossible with Holy Spirit!
Before I give you His instructions how to receive the
Baptism of His Holy Spirit, you must understand that speaking in
tongues is a verbal gift from Holy Spirit. That means you must
engage your mouth and your voice when you are receiving your
prayer language. You will begin to feel your mouth tremble and
your lips will start to move with unknown syllables that sound
foreign. At this point, you MUST place a voice to these syllables
because that is your unique prayer language. The most prominent
mistake people make when they are on the verge of getting their
prayer language is to think that Holy Spirit takes control of their
mouth. Therefore, they don’t know they have to open their mouth
to speak. Holy Spirit never controls any part of your body! You
submit your tongue to Holy Spirit and He prays through you in
an unknown spiritual language which is a perfect prayer language
known only to Yahweh.
It is biblical to impart Holy Spirit’s gifts through the laying
on of hands.
“And Ananias went his way and entered the house;
and laying his hands on him he said, “Brother Saul,
the Lord Jesus, who appeared to you on the road as
you came, has sent me that you may receive your
sight and be filled with the Holy Spirit”
(Acts 9:17).
It is also biblical that certain articles can carry the anointing
and power of God.
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“Now God worked unusual miracles by the hands
of Paul, so that even handkerchiefs or aprons were
brought from his body to the sick, and the diseases
left them and the evil spirits went out of them”
(Acts19:11-12).
Holy Spirit instructed me to combine these two biblical
truths so you can receive the Baptism of His Holy Spirit through
this book. Yahweh spoke to me and said the anointing to receive the
Baptism of His Holy Spirit is upon the words of this book. If you
want to receive the Baptism of His Holy Spirit to speak in tongues;
then place your left hand over this paragraph and lay your right
hand on the side of your cheek. Speak these words out loud while
your left hand is on the book and on your right hand is on your
cheek, “Spirit of fear, doubt and any religious spirit, I command
you to leave me in the Name of Yeshua! Holy Spirit, pray through
me in Your spiritual language.” Holy Spirit is now passing through
this book and into your body! Keep your left hand on the book and
your right hand on your cheek until you begin to feel your jaw and
mouth tremble. You will begin to form unknown syllables that He
is giving you. Remember to place a voice to the syllables.
The syllables you just heard coming out of your mouth
is your unique prayer language. This is Yahweh’s power flowing
in you and out of your mouth for any given situation in life. If
you need a healing for your body, pray in tongues. If you need a
financial breakthrough, pray in tongues. If you need an emotional
healing, pray in tongues. If you need a family member to receive
salvation through Yeshua, pray for them in tongues. Whatever you
need, you can ask Papa Father and then pray in tongues because it
will be the perfect prayer! Now that you have your prayer language,
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I want you to know that you can speak it whenever you want to
pray. Once again say out loud, “Holy Spirit, pray through me.”
Now begin to speak your prayer language.
The next anointing I want to impart to you is called the
“Fullness of Holy Spirit.” This is another anointing and power above
and beyond the Baptism of His Holy Spirit found in 1 Corinthians
Chapter 12. Most people do not have biblical knowledge about this
additional powerful anointing which is the fullness of the Spirit
of Yahweh. I want to share with you how I received the anointing
to impart the Fullness of Holy Spirit and the biblical teaching that
supports this awesome anointing.
When I was in Malawi, a prophet of the Lord was given
a vision of me while we were in a prayer meeting. This prophet
said he saw me standing on a rock and I was wearing a full suit
of armor. In my right hand were seven arrows and when I spoke,
fire came forth out of my mouth. The prophet of the Lord said that
I was one of God’s end time warriors and I was on the front line
of battle. After this prophecy, I pondered what the seven arrows
represented. It wasn’t until I returned to Malawi on another trip
that Holy Spirit revealed to me that the arrows in my right hand
were the seven Spirits of Yahweh around His throne. In the book
of Revelation, there are seven lamps around the throne of Yahweh.
They are identified as the seven Spirits of God.
“And from the throne proceeded lightnings,
thunderings, and voices. Seven lamps of fire were
burning before the throne, which are the seven
Spirits of God” (Revelation 4:5).
In the Book of Isaiah, the seven Spirits of Yahweh are
identified and named. Yeshua needed these seven Spirits of Yahweh
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to operate on this earth in the fullness of the Spirit of His Father in
Heaven.
“There shall come forth a Rod from the stem of
Jesse,
And a Branch shall grow out of his roots.
The Spirit of the Lord shall rest upon Him,
The Spirit of wisdom and understanding,
The Spirit of counsel and might,
The Spirit of knowledge and of the fear of the
Lord” (Isaiah 11:1-2).
The seven Spirits of Yahweh are: the Spirit of the Lord, the
Spirit of Wisdom, the Spirit of Understanding, the Spirit of Counsel,
the Spirit of Might, the Spirit of Knowledge, and the Spirit of the
Fear of the Lord. Yeshua had the fullness of the Spirit of Yahweh
to operate in the great signs, wonders, and miracles. If we expect
to operate in the same power as Yeshua, then we need the fullness
of Holy Spirit, the seven Spirits of Yahweh. The seven arrows in
my right hand are the seven Spirits of Yahweh and Holy Spirit
instructed me to impart them to people who are serious about being
warriors for Papa Father in these perilous times. If you are serious
about being an ambassador of Yeshua and you have a burning
desire to see souls birthed into the kingdom of heaven and you want
to manifest signs, wonders and miracles, then you definitely need
the fullness of Holy Spirit. I know an Apostle from Nigeria who has
established one thousand churches and he requires all his church
leaders to have the fullness of Holy Spirit. With the seven Spirits
of Yahweh, they are operating with great power. Missing limbs are
growing, blind eyes are seeing, the cripple are walking, and dead
people are rising up.
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Once again, Holy Spirit has revealed to me that there is a
very powerful anointing upon the words of this book. If you want
to receive the seven Spirits of Yahweh so you can operate in the
fullness of His Holy Spirit, then place your left hand over these
words and place your right hand on your forehead and speak these
words. “I receive the seven Spirits of Yahweh to operate in signs,
wonders, and miracles.” By your spoken words and your faith in
action; you have now received the fullness of the seven Spirits of
Yahweh. You will begin to notice that you are now more sensitive
to things in the spiritual realm and you will hear Yahweh’s voice
more clearly and consistently. You have just entered a deeper
dimension of the revelations of Yahweh and He will reveal things
that you could not possibly know without the fullness of His Spirit.
You are equipped to be His warrior and you will see results that are
astounding! Just remember that it is His power within you and not
your own. Glorify and magnify Yahweh for the marvelous works
He is accomplishing through you.
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~ Chapter Six ~

Pattern For Victory

“T

ime is short, My child. People think that the world
will continue to be as it is now and that is not the

truth. I have deposited My truth within you about the events that
will occur soon. I have instructed you to prophesy like I instructed
Jeremiah. Most people will not heed your prophecies, but My
elect will hear with spiritual ears. I have shown you things in
the spiritual realm and you have recorded those things. I have
shown you things before they come to pass to warn the people.
Mountains will be leveled. Earthquakes will occur simultaneously
over the earth. The oceans will spew forth her water in mighty
waves. The earth will be shifted from her axis of rotation which
will cause the sun to scorch the earth. Stars will begin to fall to
the earth. Buildings will crumble into heaps of rubble. Electricity
and water will be cut off. Nations will be done! People will be
running to and fro in this massive destruction. I am warning My
people in advance so they can be prepared. The time is coming
when I will separate My true prophets from the false prophets.
The false prophets, pastors, teachers, evangelists, and apostles
are fleecing the people with lies. They are not following My order
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of the priesthood. You have been called as priests and I still have
an order for the priesthood.”
“Jesus Christ, the faithful witness, the firstborn
from the dead, and the ruler over the kings of the
earth. To Him who loved us and washed us from
our sins in His own blood, and has made us kings
and priests to His God and Father”
(Revelation 1:5-7).
As disciples of Yeshua, it is imperative that we follow
Yahweh’s order to ensure our victory and make an impact for the
kingdom of God. This is Holy Spirit’s order that we must follow.
1. Obey.
2. Love.
3. Serve.
4. Give.
5. Protect.
6. Teach.
7. Preach.
Why did Holy Spirit say obedience is number one in His
order of the priesthood? Why is it so important to obey Yahweh’s
commands? One answer is that He gave us commands to protect
us, not put restrictions upon us. Obeying His commands has a
much deeper blessing for the priesthood of believers. Yahweh gave
Moses specific instructions to follow in building the tabernacle in
the wilderness.
“Thus Moses did; according to all that the LORD
had commanded him, so he did. And it came to
pass in the first month of the second year, on the
first day of the month, that the tabernacle was
raised up” (Exodus 40:16-17).
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It took Moses one year to completely obey all of Yahweh’s
instructions in erecting the tabernacle. The moment that all was
fulfilled according to Yahweh’s plans, something remarkable
happened. “Then the cloud covered the tabernacle of meeting,
and the glory of the LORD filled the tabernacle” (Exodus 40:34).
Obedience to Yahweh brings the glory of Yahweh! This is the
true reason the order of priesthood of believers begins first with
obedience! Do you want the glory of Yahweh to descend upon you?
Then obey Him and His glory will fall!
We are commanded to love Papa Father with everything
that is within us. To love is to obey. Following the first order of
the priesthood means obeying God’s commandments and that is
a benchmark of truly loving Yeshua. We are also called to love
other people like we love ourselves! I don’t know about you, but
for me that is a really difficult command. Our human nature tells
us to put our own needs above everyone else’s needs. Our flesh
cries out if we are deprived so that another person’s need is met. So
how can we overcome our flesh and love people by placing their
needs above our own comfort? Can we ever get to the place in
our spiritual journey where we care more about people’s souls then
being comfortable? The more we submit ourselves to Holy Spirit,
the more love we will have for people. It is a lifelong process of
sanctification that starts with one small step at a time. We do not
become spiritual giants overnight. Precept upon precept and line
upon line, we learn to love people the way our heavenly Father
loves people and we begin to see them through His eyes. We need
to use every opportunity to display the love of Yeshua to people. If
they cannot see the love of Yeshua through us, then how are they
ever going to see His love? Papa Father loves people and He calls
us to love people by freely giving that which has been freely given
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to us by Him. Sharing our testimony about our salvation through
Yeshua is a wonderful way to love people into the kingdom.
One evening a woman from my church called me with an
urgent request. She had a good friend named Sara, whose fiancée
named Ben, was in a coma and on life support. She asked me to go
to the hospital as soon as possible because the family was in the
process of making a decision to pull life support from Ben. Sara was
not in agreement with the family’s decision and she was distraught.
I quickly left for the hospital only to discover that Ben was in ICU
and only immediate family was permitted to visit. I was determined
to visit Ben so I proceeded to the elevator while the receptionist at
the front desk warned me not to visit. On the way to the elevator, I
could hear her calling security to warn them I was coming. When I
got to the ICU ward, a nurse was there to intercept me to keep me
from Ben’s room. Just when my encounter with the nurse began,
Sara stepped out of the room and instructed the nurse to permit me
to enter. When I entered the room I was not prepared to see a young
man in his twenties connected to a multitude of medical devices
with a ventilator breathing for him. Armed with the knowledge that
comatose patients can still hear, I began to give Ben the salvation
message. At the end of the message, I said this, “Ben, I know you
can hear me and I know you have heard the salvation message about
Yeshua. Although you are probably frustrated because you cannot
respond to me, I am going to pray with you to receive Yeshua as
your Lord and Savior.” I prayed with Ben to receive Yeshua as his
Lord and Savior and when my gaze met Sara’s, she had a stream
of tears running down her face. I asked Sara if she would like to
receive Yeshua as her Lord and Savior and she nodded yes. I prayed
with Sara and then left the hospital, not knowing if Ben had truly
received Yeshua as his Savior. When I arrived home, I called my
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prayer partner who had been interceding for me. Before I could
unfold what occurred at the hospital, she said the Lord revealed to
her that two people got saved in the hospital room that evening! I
rejoiced with tears of amazement at the wonderful grace and mercy
of my Papa who rescued Ben and Sara from hell. The next day the
family elected to pull life support from Ben and he died. At that
moment, Ben took his last breath through the ventilator and he went
home to be with his Lord Yeshua!
Do you want to be great in the kingdom of God? Then
serve. Yeshua set the standard for being a servant and we are to
follow His example.
“But Jesus called them to Himself and said, “You
know that the rulers of the Gentiles lord it over
them, and those who are great exercise authority
over them. Yet it shall not be so among you; but
whoever desires to become great among you, let
him be your servant. And whoever desires to be
first among you, let him be your slave— just as
the Son of Man did not come to be served, but to
serve, and to give His life a ransom for many”
(Matthew 20:25-28).
We serve Yahweh by fasting, prayer, and worship. We also
serve Him by using the spiritual gifts Holy Spirit has given to us.
Yahweh says He will give grace to the humble and resist the proud.
Humility and serving cures worldliness. The world says to look out
for yourself because if you do not, nobody will. The Word says to
look out for your brother in Christ and Papa Father will look out
for you. We serve one another because Yeshua set the example of
a suffering servant who paid the ultimate price for our salvation.
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Yahweh did not give up on me or on you and He pursued us until
we became His children. He rescued us from the pit of hell and I am
so grateful. You or I will never be able to repay Yeshua for His great
gift of life, but we can express our intense gratitude by serving Him
and serving others.
Giving is the fourth order of the priesthood of believers.
After Abraham had rescued Lot and the people of Sodom
from captivity, Melchizedek the king of Salem, met Abraham.
Melchizedek was theophany or an appearance of Yeshua before He
took on the form of a man. Scripture states that this king had no
beginning and no end and he was an everlasting priest. Abraham
gave a tenth part of all of his belongings to Melchizedek hundreds
of years before Yahweh established the tithe to the Levites. This
theophany of Yeshua was the foreshadowing of His coming and
set the principle for tithing under the New Covenant. Many people
do not tithe because they do not understand that all they possess
is a gift from their heavenly Father and He requires one tenth of
all He has given them. This principle of tithing was established
to honor Papa Father as our provider. Pastors and church leaders
must teach people to tithe by setting the example and they must
teach the biblical principles of tithing so their flock is not robbed
of their blessings. Papa Father chooses how He will bless us for
honoring Him with our tithes. Those blessings are good health;
protection from the enemy, spiritual wisdom, inner peace in dire
circumstances, the ability to reach more souls with the gospel,
finances… the list is endless in Yahweh’s kingdom!
Tithing produces blessing because Yahweh established it.
A married couple came to me very discouraged because they were
financially struggling. One month they would pay the electric bill
and forgo the gas bill until the gas company would threaten to shut
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off their gas. Then the next month they would pay the gas bill and
forgo the electric bill until the electric company would threaten to
shut off their electric. It became a vicious cycle of juggling bills and
it was very frustrating to them. I began to teach them the biblical
principle of tithing and they agreed to begin to tithe to the Lord the
first ten percent of their income, even though they could not meet
their monthly bills. Within a few months of tithing, bags of groceries
began to mysteriously appear on their doorstep at a time when they
could not afford groceries. Then gift cards from gas stations started
coming in the mail when they had no money to put gas in their car.
They were witnessing the hand of God providing for them because
they had been faithful to tithe. After a few years of faithful tithing,
God abundantly blessed them with a house completely paid for so
they had no mortgage! The Word of God declares to test Yahweh
in the principle of tithing to determine if He will pour out His
blessings as a result of obedience to His command.
“Bring all the tithes into the storehouse,
That there may be food in My house,
And try Me now in this,”
Says the LORD of hosts,
“If I will not open for you the windows of heaven
And pour out for you such blessing
That there will not be room enough to receive it”
(Malachi 3:10).
As born-again Christians, we have the responsibility
of protecting our family by setting the example through godly
living. People who are not in Christ are looking at our honesty, our
integrity, our behavior, our language, and the way we treat people.
If we are no different than the world, then Yeshua has no witness
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through us. Worse yet, we become a reproach to His name. We
protect our family through consistent righteous living which keeps
all doors closed for the enemy to come in.
Men need to take the spiritual leadership in their household
and at the same time, be sensitive to their wives insight through
Holy Spirit. Women need to respect and listen to their husbands
as their spiritual protector given to them by Yahweh. Husbands
and wives should always take matters before the throne of Yahweh
and ask Him for His solution to family issues, financial needs,
employment decisions, and health issues. Prayer is the perfect way
to protect family members because it places the situation in the
hands of the Almighty and allows Him to bring forth His solution.
Teaching is a necessary component of the priesthood of
believers. If we don’t teach the Word of God, our children will
never know what God expects of them.
“My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge.
Because you have rejected knowledge, I also will
reject you from being priest for Me; Because you
have forgotten the law of your God” (Hosea 4:6).
Teaching the Word of God is a very serious thing and is
not to be taken lightly. Those who teach will be held to a higher
standard of judgment by God. “My brethren, let not many of you
become teachers, knowing that we shall receive a stricter judgment”
(James 3:1). This scripture is a warning to know the Word of God
before you attempt to teach it. Does that mean you have to know
the entire Bible to teach? No! Teach what you already know well.
When fresh knowledge and revelation are imparted to your spirit
through studying the Word, begin to teach them. I compare the
Bible to a hidden treasure. Every time I dig deeper into the Word,
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Holy Spirit reveals more hidden treasures to me. In order to find
this treasure trove, I have to diligently spend time in the Word and
spend time with my Lord. The Bible is an inexhaustible wealth
of knowledge that we can study our entire lives and never have it
completely mastered. Make it a personal challenge to spend time
studying, reading, and praying!
The final step in Yahweh’s order for the priesthood is to
preach. A failure to follow Yahweh’s order of the priesthood will
produce preaching without power. There are ministers who preach
a message that stir people’s emotions, but do nothing to transform
their spirits. Their preaching is without life changing power because
they have not submitted to Yahweh’s pattern. It is important for all
believers to follow Yahweh’s order because we all have been called
to preach the gospel to our friends and family. “And this gospel of
the kingdom will be preached in all the world as a witness to all the
nations, and then the end will come” (Matthew 24:14). Yeshua is
not coming back until the gospel is preached to the entire world. We
cannot effectively preach until we obey, love, serve, give, protect,
and teach. If we want Papa Father’s protection, provision, divine
health, along with all His blessings, we must follow His order for
the priesthood of believers. Obedience brings His glory. Loving
brings His kingdom. Serving brings His heart. Giving brings His
blessing. Protecting brings His wisdom. Teaching brings His
knowledge. Preaching brings His Son’s return!
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~ Chapter

Seven ~

End Time Signs

T

here are signs that we are entering the final years
before Yeshua sets up His earthly reign. Some of these

signs were revealed to the prophets in the Bible and some were
prophesied by ordinary people who Yahweh chose to bring His
revelations. Holy Spirit spoke through Jeremiah and revealed to
him that Yahweh would bring back the Jewish people to Israel. The
first fulfillment occurred when Jews came back to Jerusalem after
seventy years in Babylonian captivity. The world also witnessed the
fulfillment of this prophecy when Israel became a nation again in
1948 and thousands of Jews returned to their homeland. The Lord
also spoke a prophecy through Jeremiah that there would come a
day when Israel would see a great time of trouble. This trouble
would be many times more severe than they have never seen in
their history. The Lord called it a time of Jacob’s trouble and gave
a very unusual sign when this would happen.
“For thus says the LORD:
‘We have heard a voice of trembling,
Of fear, and not peace.
Ask now, and see,
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Whether a man is ever in labor with child?
So why do I see every man with his hands on his loins
Like a woman in labor,
And all faces turned pale?
Alas! For that day is great,
So that none is like it;
And it is the time of Jacob’s trouble,
But he shall be saved out of it”
(Jeremiah 30:5-7).
This great time of trouble will occur when many nations
conspire against Israel to annihilate her. The sign of this time will be
when a man can give birth to a baby. With the transsexual operations
that are occurring, there will soon come a day when a man will be
able to receive a transplanted uterus and ovaries and will be able
to give birth. The world has already witnessed a transsexual man
in England give birth. He was a former female but did not have
the uterus and ovaries removed and gave birth. It is amazing that
Jeremiah prophesied about men giving birth 2500 years before the
technology even existed! This is a sign that Israel is getting close
to that great time of trouble when the nations will violently turn on
Israel to destroy her.
Another sign that Israel is very close to this imminent
trouble will be the destruction of Damascus. Damascus is the oldest
continually inhabited city in the world and Isaiah prophesied there
would come a day when it would be destroyed. “Behold, Damascus
will cease from being a city, And it will be a ruinous heap” (Isaiah
17:1). The rebel war in Syria has escalated to the point that there
are explosions and fighting on the streets of Damascus. One bomb
would make Damascus a ruinous heap and cause it to cease being a
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city. The overthrow of the current Syrian government under Assad
will occur and Damascus will be completely destroyed.
Another source of powerful prophecy for the final
days came through a Catholic Bishop named Malachy. In 1139,
Malachy decided to travel from his homeland of Ireland and make a
pilgrimage to Rome. Upon entering Rome, he fell to the ground and
began murmuring an entire string of Latin phrases. He recorded
the phrases and the Lord revealed to him that each of these phrases
represented the next 112 Popes to reign from that point forward
to the end. Throughout the history of the Papacy, Malachy’s
prophecies have been 100% accurate! The retired Pope Benedict
XVI is the 111th Pope of his prophecy. This is the prophetic message
Malachy received regarding the 112th and final Pope of the Roman
Catholic Church. “In the extreme persecution of the Holy Roman
Church there will sit Peter the Roman who will nourish the sheep
in many tribulations; when they are finished, the city of seven hills
will be destroyed and the dreadful judge will judge his people. The
end.” Pope Francis is a Pope of firsts, just like Peter, who was the
first Pope of the Catholic Church. He is the first Pope from South
America, the first to take the name Francis, and the first Pope of the
Jesuit order.
In the years prior to the return of Yeshua, He said there
would be wars which would mark the beginning of the sorrows of
the last days. The Arab Spring that toppled the leaders of Tunisia,
Egypt, and Libya, is a sign leading up to the final seven years. The
Lord gave me these words about the uprisings. “I have stirred the
people in these countries to rebel to oust their leaders. These
nations will come under Islamic rule which will set the stage for
the Anti-Christ. None of these events have occurred without My
doing. I raise kings up and I depose kings. I know the beginning
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to the end and there is no other god who can make these claims.
I am the Elohim of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. Yahweh is My
name and My name is everlasting.”
“The fighting and the wars will revolve around Israel.
Man only thinks that he decides to enter into a war with another
nation. Unseen forces are at work which prompts men to war
with other nations. The prince of darkness has determined to
destroy Israel. Syria has always been an enemy of Israel and she
will come under Islamic rule when the current regime falls. The
Persians will join Syria in the last days. Iran, Turkey, China, and
Russia will join forces with Syria.”
“There is a force behind Islam that is gaining more
power. In the last days before I return, the darkness of Islam will
get darker. Allah is the prince of darkness. The Muslims pray
three times a day, while My people barely pray. Tell My people
to pray! The battle being fought on the ground is also waged in
the heavens. Prayer empowers the angelic forces for battle. In
the end, I will prevail! Choose this day whom you will serve, the
prince of darkness or the Prince of Peace! There is no middle
ground and these last days will define the children of Yahweh and
define the children of Satan.”
The defining characteristics of a born again Christian is
fruit produced by holy living. The freedom to practice Christianity
was highly regarded by our forefathers as an inalienable right to
worship the one true God, but that freedom of religion may be our
country’s demise. Muslims quietly move to countries that protect
freedom of religion and they build mosques and minarets. As a
nation, we have witnessed a great move of Islam in our country and
all over the world.
I will never forget my first trip to India when I was rudely
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awakened every day at 5:00 AM with a blast of Islamic prayers
chanted through loud speakers. After the third day, I complained
to my Lord about the disruption of my sleep and the fact that
my spirit was being subjected to idol worship. My anger rose at
their disrespect for Yahweh and their forceful indoctrination with
their Islamic prayers. By the third morning, I sat up in bed and
said, “In the Name of Yeshua, I command those loud speakers to
malfunction!” As soon as I spoke those words, the speakers began
to crackle and then they quit working. I rejoiced in my victory and
was praising my Lord for His intervention. As long as I was willing
to put up with these offensive Islamic prayers, Yahweh would do
nothing to stop them. When my righteous anger rose to the point
that I took action and spoke against their tactics, then He intervened.
Yahweh has given His children authority on the earth and the things
we permit to happen here, heaven will not stop. The things we put a
stop to on earth by invoking the name of Yeshua, heaven will bring
to a halt.
“And I will give you the keys of the kingdom of
heaven, and whatever you bind on earth will be
bound in heaven, and whatever you loose on earth
will be loosed in heaven” (Matthew 16:19).
The church has become apathetic toward the power we
possess to stop things through prayer. The mainstream church has
become a complacent body that is happy with the status quo, as
long as nobody rocks their boat. But I am here to tell you that if we
do not get serious about the move of Islam and get on our knees
and cry out to God, our boats are not only going to get rocked,
they will sink! American Christians need to wake up to Satan’s
plans regarding Islam. Our apathy towards prayer could mean our
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destruction. The Muslims pray three times a day and yet believers
in Yeshua barely pray at all! Islam is Satan’s religion and he will
continue to use it to kill people all over the world. This mass
slaughter is coming as Muslims gain more and more territory. The
only thing that can stop them is if Christians get stirred up out of
their complacency and start invoking the name of Yeshua on this
earth! Whatever we are willing to put up with on this earth, Yahweh
will permit because we refuse to take action on His behalf.
Radical Muslims are very disciplined and patient people
who will plan for years before they activate a plan of destruction.
We have witnessed this is all over the world as they plan and
methodically attack. The Muslims have extensive plans to move in
quietly and marry Americans and have children. It seems innocent
enough because we are a nation that openly embraces every ethnic,
religious, and cultural background. Once they move quietly and
peacefully into our country, their children become educated and
eventually they get elected into political offices and hold positions
of influence. The final step in the Islamic take over will be an armed
conflict where they will openly kill any infidel that will not convert
to Islam. There are many who think that this could never happen in
the USA, but it is coming. The killing of many Christians will occur
during this time of Islamic revolution during the final years before
Jesus returns. We are already witnessing the massive influence
of the Islamic move in the over throwing of the governments of
Tunisia, Egypt, Libya, and soon to be Syria. Saudi Arabia will be
the next Arab nation to be replaced with extreme Islamic rule when
the aging King Abdullah dies.
There is a root to Islam that must be understood in order
to be awakened to the reality of an Islamic takeover. There is a
powerful spirit behind Islam and Holy Spirit showed me how this
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spirit was used in the founding of Islam. Gabriel did not deliver
the message to Muhammad; it was a messenger of Satan. This
spirit behind Islam is a powerful demonic spirit. Muhammad was a
descendant of Ishmael and Ishmael was born to Abraham through
his Egyptian slave named Hagar. The Egyptians have had a long
history of enslaving Yahweh’s people and it continues through
Islam. It was Satan’s plan to dominate the world through a nation
and it began when he convinced Sarah to give Hagar to Abraham.
Satan knew Yahweh’s promise to Abraham that Sarah would bare a
son in her old age. Satan knew the nations would be blessed through
the loins of Abraham, so he tried to circumvent the son of promise
with a false one. All of the Arab nations are descendants of Ishmael
through Hagar the Egyptian. Islam was birthed by Satan through
the tribes of Ishmael and has spread into many other countries. It
is a religion of force and it is Satan’s intention to take the world by
force.
In Islam, the children are taught at a young age that it is the
highest honor to be a martyr for jihad. Jihad is the term to describe
the Islamic holy war waged in converting people to Islam. It is
written in the Quran that those who refuse to convert are considered
infidels and should be killed. Young men are indoctrinated to receive
this high honor of martyrdom with a promise of buxom virgins in
paradise, that they willingly strap a bomb to themselves to become
a human sacrifice. Islam has been master minded by Satan and is
a religion of hatred toward Yeshua, the Jews, and the Christians.
The Muslims hatred of the Jews and the Christian has spiritual
roots deeper than they can ever know or imagine. Muslims are a
people group that has been manipulated by Satan since the birth of
Ishmael and unfortunately they still are his pawns. Christians need
to understand and view Muslims as oppressed prisoners of war that
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need to be set free from the kingdom of darkness.
It is important for Christians to know the basic teachings of
Islam to prepare for the last days. The Muslims believe that humans
are basically good and the balance between good and bad deeds will
determine their eternal destiny in paradise or hell. Fear of eternal
torment is a prevalent theme of the Quran and paradise includes
a garden populated with maidens designed by Allah to provide
sexual pleasure for the righteous men. The five pillars of Islam are:
Confess that Allah is the one true God and that Muhammad is his
prophet, pray five times a day facing Mecca, fast during the month
of Ramadan, and make one pilgrimage to Mecca in a lifetime.
Muhammad is considered the greatest prophet who would
return before the future judgment day to turn people to Islam. The
Muslim Hadith, which are the sayings attributed to Muhammad,
states there will be a Mahdi who rules for seven years before the
Day of Judgment. The Mahdi is the Muslim messiah who will
make a seven year peace agreement with Israel. In Shia Islam,
the Mahdi will be the twelfth Imam who will be the leader of a
world revolution that institutes a new world order based on Islam.
Muhammad’s description of the Muslim messiah very closely
resembles the Anti-Christ described in the Bible who makes the
peace treaty with Israel. He breaks the peace treaty 3 ½ years later
and stops the daily sacrifice in the third temple in Jerusalem.
The greatest sin in Islam is shirk. Shirk means associating
any person or anything with Allah. Many Muslims consider that
Christians believe in three gods and are therefore guilty of shirk
because Muslims reject the concept of the trinity. I asked Papa
Father to expose His truth about the doctrine of the trinity and
He said this to me. “Are you prepared to teach what I reveal to
you?” When I agreed to teach people His truth, He proceeded to
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speak these words to me.
“I am Spirit. I am not confined to time or space. I am
everywhere at all times. Yeshua proceeded out from My Spirit
and willingly took on the form of a man and became confined to
time and space. After He rose from the dead, He no longer had
His earthly body and was no longer confined to earth’s time and
space. The resurrected Yeshua is once again Spirit. Although He
retains the form of a man, He has a resurrected glorified body. His
resurrected body is the first fruits of all who will be resurrected
to life. Holy Spirit is My Spirit that I sent to earth to dwell in the
born again person. It is My Spirit that lives in those who believe
Yeshua paid the price for all sin. The term “trinity” has been used
to explain the concept of three separate persons in one God. We
are all Spirit and we are all one. The seven spirits of God around
the throne shows the trinity teaching is a confusing teaching. The
seven Spirits are also My Spirit. There is only one God. If you
keep in mind that I am Spirit, then it is easier to distinguish Me
as one God and not three in one God. When you take into account
the seven spirits of God around the throne, then the three Gods
in one teaching might be changed to ten Gods in one. I am not
ten Gods in one either! My child, there are teachings that are not
correct because of a lack of understanding. The trinity is one of
them. I am one with Yeshua through Holy Spirit. Think of it this
way. You can be identified as Dr. Patricia, Mrs. Green, or Mom.
The names are all different, but they still identify you. You are not
three persons in one because of your various names. My name is
Yahweh and My Son’s name is Yeshua. My Son Yeshua’s name
is in My Name. Holy Spirit is the Spirit of Yahweh and Yeshua.
Elohim describes our unity and oneness.”
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The Unity of God

THE UNITY OF GOD

ELOHIM
Plurality – Genesis 1:26
7 Spirits of ELOHIM
Revelation 4:5

YAHWEH
The Father
Isaiah 63:16
Deuteronomy 6:4

YESHUA
The Son
Isaiah 9:6
Matthew 2:1
HOLY SPIRIT
Spirit of YAHWEH
Spirit of YESHUA
Acts 1:4-5

ELOHIM - “And Elohim said, let Us make man in Our image, according to Our
likeness;” (Genesis 1:26 Hebraic Roots Bible).

ELOHIM - “And Elohim said, let Us make man in Our image,

“And out of the throne come forth lightnings and thunders and voices. And seven lamps

of fire are according
burning before
throne
and around(Genesis
the throne, 1:26
whichHebraic
are the seven
SpiritsBible).
of
tothe
Our
likeness;”
Roots
Elohim” (Revelation 4:5 Hebraic Roots Bible).

“And out of the throne come forth lightnings and thunders and

YAHWEH – “You, YAHWEH, are our Father, our Kinsman-Redeemer; Your name is

voices. And seven lamps of fire are burning before the throne
and around the throne, which are the seven Spirits of Elohim”

from everlasting” (Isaiah 63:16 Hebraic Roots Bible).

“Hear, O Israel,
YAHWEH
ourHebraic
Elohim is YAHWEH
echad” (Deuteronomy 6:4 Hebraic
(Revelation
4:5
Roots Bible).
Roots Bible).

YAHWEH – “You, YAHWEH, are our Father, our KinsmanRedeemer; Your name is from everlasting” (Isaiah 63:16 Hebraic
Roots Bible).
“Hear, O Israel, YAHWEH our Elohim is YAHWEH echad”
(Deuteronomy 6:4 Hebraic Roots Bible).
YESHUA – “For unto us a Child is born; to us a Son is given;
and the government is on His shoulder; and His name is called
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Wonderful Counselor, The mighty El, The Prince of Peace, The
one who Fathered Everlasting life” (Isaiah 9:6 Hebraic Roots
Bible).
“And when Yahshua had been born in Bethlehem of Judea in the
days of Herod the king, behold, magi arrived from the east to
Jerusalem” (Matthew 2:1 Hebraic Roots Bible).
HOLY SPIRIT – “ And while He ate bread with them, He
charged them not to leave Jerusalem, but to await the promise of
the Father, Which you heard of Me; for John indeed baptized in
water, but you will be baptized in the Holy Spirit not many days
after” (Acts 1:4-5 Hebraic Roots Bible).
Another scripture that sheds light on the fact that Yahweh
and Yeshua are one in Spirit is through their name.
“Behold, I send an Angel before you to keep you
in the way and to bring you into the place which I
have prepared. Beware of Him and obey His voice;
do not provoke Him, for He will not pardon your
transgressions; for My name is in Him”
(Exodus 23:20-22).
This messenger that Yahweh sent before the Israelites was
Yeshua and He had the power to forgive sins. No other angel had
that power. Yeshua means “Yah Saves.” Holy Spirit is the Spirit of
Yahweh. Replacing the everlasting name of Yahweh with “God”
in the Bible and replacing Yeshua with “Jesus” in the Bible caused
confusion in the scriptures. This error birthed the trinity theology.
The Scripture people use to attest to the trinity doctrine is
this. “For there are three that bear witness in heaven: the Father, the
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Word, and the Holy Spirit; and these three are one” (1 John 5:7).
This verse was not in the Aramaic or in any early Greek manuscript.
This line in scripture was added during the time of Constantine’s
rule to promote the trinity doctrine. Constantine was trying to unite
his kingdom by bringing together the Christians and the pagans.
The pagans worshipped many gods and the trinity doctrine made
Christianity more palpable for the pagans to merge their high holy
days with those of Christianity.
Another Scripture used to show that there are three persons
in the trinity are the words of Yeshua. “Go therefore and make
disciples of all the nations, baptizing them in the name of the
Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit” (Matthew 28:19).
In this scripture, “name” in Aramaic is singular, not plural. The
Son has the Father’s name in His and the Holy Spirit is the Spirit
of Yahweh. They are one. They have one family name and that
is Yahweh! Yahweh is one God! Those who have an intimate
relationship with Him will desire to call Him by His true name.
One of the signs of the final days will be a move of Holy Spirit
to reinstate God’s everlasting name of Yahweh. Institutionalized
religious denominations will not embrace His true name or His
Son’s true name because they do not know Him. Yahweh is His
name. Religion cannot contain Him. Spirits cannot control Him.
Man cannot replace Him.
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~ Chapter

Eight ~

Revelations Of War

J

oshua was one of Yahweh’s greatest warriors and he
was not afraid to be on the front line of battle. Joshua

was not willing to allow the giants to remain in the land because
he knew they would become a thorn in his side. In the northern
conquest of Canaan, Joshua massacred all the kings and the giants
of the land.
“And at that time Joshua came and cut off the
Anakim from the mountains: from Hebron, from
Debir, from Anab, from all the mountains of
Judah, and from all the mountains of Israel; Joshua
utterly destroyed them with their cities. None of
the Anakim were left in the land of the children of
Israel; they remained only in Gaza, in Gath, and in
Ashdod”

(Joshua 11:21-22).

The Lord delivered the giants of the land into the hands
of Israelites because of the Anakim’s wickedness, not because of
Israeli’s righteousness. Up to this point the Israelites had been
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rebellious and hard hearted toward Yahweh, but He was showing
them His mighty favor and mercy. The Lord spoke these words to
me regarding Joshua’s conquest of the Promised Land.
“When you possess the mountains, you possess the land
in the valleys and the plains. I caused the kings to gather to war
against Israel and I gathered them to one location so they could be
destroyed by the Israelites. I made it easy for Israel so they did not
have to fight the giants in the mountains. Israel conquered Mount
Hermon and her kings without ever climbing the mountain. I
gave the kings and the giants into the hands of the Israelites. I
am Yahweh who conquers mountains for My people. I am not
calling My people to climb the mountain to take possession; I am
calling My people to hear and obey My voice. Obedience brings
possession. Mount Hermon is a reminder that I am Yahweh who
conquers and there is no other god who can conquer other than the
Elohim of Israel! Mount Hermon is a mountain of conquest, but
I never meant for My people to climb it. So often My people come
against battles they were never meant to fight. They are climbing
the mountain instead of allowing Me to bring their enemy into
the valley where he can easily be defeated. Satan has come to
kill, steal and destroy. He lures people up the rough terrain of the
mountain through disobedience to My Word. Poverty, sickness,
addictions, family disputes, unemployment, financial ruin, and
even death are a result of disobedience to My Word.”
Mount Hermon is a northern border of Israel that can
not be mistaken because it is the highest mountain in the land.
The mountain divides Israel from her northern enemies and is a
strategic place for Israel’s national defense. During the Yom Kippur
War in 1973, the Syrian Army attacked and captured the Israeli
Defense Forces outpost on Mount Hermon. Two days later, Israel
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counter attacked, but the Syrians were able to maintain control of
this strategic position. Two weeks later, Israel recaptured Mount
Hermon which was a decisive win in this short war. An important
lesson to know in war is this, when you possess the mountain,
you possess the land in the valleys and plains below. This lesson
can also be applied in the spiritual realm. When you possess the
mountain through the power of Yahweh, you have victory in the
valleys as well.
The twelve nations that conspired against Israel during the
Yom Kippur War on the Jewish holy day were Egypt, Syria, Iraq,
Saudi Arabia, Lebanon, Jordan, Kuwait, Libya, Tunisia, Algeria,
Sudan, and Morocco. It is not by chance that seven of these nations
have seen recent uprisings that have overthrown or attempted to
overthrow their governments. The Lord took me to this scripture
and spoke these words to me regarding these nations that declared
war on Israel in 1973.
“God is jealous, and the Lord avenges;
The Lord avenges and is furious.
The Lord will take vengeance on His adversaries,
And He reserves wrath for His enemies;
The Lord is slow to anger and great in power,
And will not at all acquit the wicked”
(Nahum 1:2-3).
“I will always punish nations that come against Israel. It
may look like My vengeance will not come because it appears to
be delayed in the eyes of man. But I am long suffering and full
of mercy. I give nations time to repent of its offenses against My
people. If there is no repentance and the evil persists, then My
hand of judgment will come to that nation. Some of the nations
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that came against Israel in the Yom Kippur War continued in
their hatred and evil deeds and My hand has been against them.
I have stirred the people in these Arab countries to rise against
their leaders. Syria’s Assad will fall just like Mubarak in Egypt.
He will be placed on trial for his violent acts against Israel and
against his own people. I am the Elohim of Israel and I command
the heavens and the earth! There is no one like Me! I am in
control! When I speak the matter is already done. There is power
in My written Word and My spoken Word! For those who say
that I do not exist, their hearts have been darkened and deceived.
Behold a deep darkness shall cover the earth and a deep darkness
over the people. My light dispels the darkness. I have called you to
be My light to the nations. Go therefore and dispel the darkness.
Continue to proclaim My truth. My truth will set the people free.”
The Lord revealed to me future visions and revelations
about wars and uprisings through another mountain in Israel. I
was worshipping, praying and fasting when I received this vision
from Yeshua. With his outstretched arm, Yeshua pointed His finger
and spoke these words to me. “Go to this mountain. I took My
disciples to the mountain and I want to take you to this mountain.
Mountains were important because they were a place I went to
pray and the place where I met with My disciples. Mount Tabor
is My holy mountain because this is where I spent time with My
heavenly Father. I would climb Mount Tabor and the glory of My
Father would rest upon Me and I would receive revelations from
Him. I will to take you in the spirit to this mountain to receive My
revelations.”
I saw myself being lifted up through the air and set upon
Mount Tabor. It was windy, but the wind suddenly ceased and there
was a radiant beam of sunshine breaking from behind the clouds.
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This bright beam of light was shining on me as I knelt with my face
to the ground. Then I heard a voice say, “My child, I have come
so that you can understand these future events. The Koreans
will bomb the south with a nuclear weapon. Russia will pounce
on China, but then will back off. The Sahara Desert will see a
flood of armies. Coalitions will be formed. There will be a Right
Coalition and a Left Coalition.” Then the voice gave me these
instructions. “Draw a line in the dirt, child.” I drew a line in the
dirt as I was kneeling on the mountain. “Warn the Russians not to
cross the line with China.”
Then I could feel my spirit ascend into the heavenly realm
and I was on a road. An angel appeared beside me and said that
he wanted to take me to some rooms in heaven. Immediately I
noticed some doors to my left and on one door was a placard with
the words, “Map Room.” I went through the open door of the map
room and was standing in the middle of a globe like room. The
walls were curved like a globe and the complete circumference of
the room was the map of the world. I was shown South America
and I heard the Lord say, “Argentina.” He said, “I will show you
events that will occur in the world. Argentina is a political hotbed
right now. There is an underground army that is planning a
coup. Russia has her tendrils in Argentina. Russia is a silent
giant ready to burst on the scene. Russia covertly manipulates
things behind the scenes and wants to dominate the world. They
intend on accomplishing this through China. But Russia will
step over a line with China that will anger the Chinese. Russia
and China use each other to try and gain world dominance.
The only country standing in their way is the USA. If they can
break the backbone of the USA, then they can achieve world
dominance. China is doing this through the debt incurred to her
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from America. The USA is heading towards a financial breaking
point that will disarm her as a super power in the world.”
Next I saw Mount Tabor split and I descended into this
great fissure into the middle of the mountain. There was rock all
around me in this great deep crevice, but the beam of light from the
heavens was still shining upon me. I asked the Lord, “Why am I in
the center of Mount Tabor?” The Lord responded, “Now you are
deep in the mountain of revelation. Here I will show you great
and mighty things. Do not fear receiving these revelations.”
These next revelations I received while I was in the spirit
in the center of Mount Tabor. While I was in the spirit, I was
lifted high into the sky where I could view the earth below. When
I looked down, I saw a very ornate city with colorful buildings
that had beautifully decorated towers with tear drop shaped roofs.
Holy Spirit confirmed that it was Moscow and I saw an important
meeting taking place in this city. There were heads of state gathered
in this meeting. I saw Asian, Russian, Arab, Egyptian, and African
leaders around a large table and they were discussing war plans.
There was a prominent world leader named Madeline who was
also a part of this coalition. Tempers were rising at this meeting
because they could not come to an agreement. One man stood up
and reasoned that they must lay their differences aside and come
together as a coalition. He had a calming effect on the other leaders
in the meeting.
Once again, I was lifted up in the spirit and I was traveling
high above the earth. I viewed a second city that had distinct
rooflines of Chinese architecture. I saw massive amounts of troops
gathered in formation. Looking from above I could see their red
berets and the guns held diagonally across their chest as they
marched in unison. Then I saw many planes in the sky dropping
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missiles and bombs to the earth. The roar of the planes caused the
people on the ground to scatter. I saw the people running in all
directions and I could see these were Asian people who were being
bombed in this massive air strike.
Then the Spirit of the Lord spoke these words to me. “There
will be a war that stretches over the earth. It will be a nuclear war
and will kill twenty five percent of the earth’s population. It will
be a time of horrific atrocities. The two Coalitions will be the two
world axis of the war. I will send My spies to Mount Tabor and
they will report what they see in the surrounding area and in the
Jezreel Valley. They will send this report to the Coalition Forces
that are partnering with Israel. The nations that defend Israel
will be spared from My wrath. The scourge will pass by quickly.
I will not spare the armies who gather against Israel. Let this be
a warning. I am Yahweh and there is no other god besides Me!”
Holy Spirit instructed me to go to the Book of Revelation to
confirm that there will be a world war that will destroy one quarter
of the earth’s population. This world war will occur when the fourth
seal is opened.
“When He opened the fourth seal, I heard the voice
of the fourth living creature saying, “Come and
see.” So I looked, and behold, a pale horse. And the
name of him who sat on it was Death, and Hades
followed with him. And power was given to them
over a fourth of the earth, to kill with sword, with
hunger, with death, and by the beasts of the earth”
(Revelation 6:7-8).
When the fourth seal is opened and the world war begins,
it will be a time of carnage, death, and destruction. There will be
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a peace treaty signed that will effectively end the war, but only
temporarily. Once this peace treaty is signed, it will mark the
beginning of the final seven years before Yeshua returns for the
Final Battle of Armageddon.
Holy Spirit also showed me events that would occur in the
United States during the final seven years before Yeshua returns. I
was fasting and praying when I saw a pair of open hands with the
palms up beckoning to me. Then I heard a voice speak to my spirit
saying this, “Come to Me child. I have much to give you.” Then
I saw a set of stairs in the clouds and I was on this stairway. At the
Lord’s instructions, I began to climb these stairs until I came to a
landing. I stood on the landing and I saw beautiful puffy blue and
white clouds as a gentle breeze wafted the delicate aroma of heather
through my nostrils. Then I heard the Lord say, “Continue to rise
up.” When I went up the next set of stairs, I was above the clouds
and to my left and my right were a multitude of angels in a flurry
of activity. I sensed in my spirit that I had just entered the second
layer of the heavens. Some of the angels had a sword in their hand
and others had an instrument in their hand as they quickly flew
through the air.
Once again I heard the Lord say, “Continue to rise up.” I
walked up the next set of stairs until I came to a place where the
light was magnificently bright and instinctively I knew I was in the
third heaven. I fell to my knees with my face to the ground and I
began to weep. Then the Lord spoke these words to me, “Get up.
I have much to tell you and show you. The end is near. I have
called you to be a voice in the wilderness to prepare the way of
the Lord.”
“The United States of America will fall because of her
wickedness. I raise nations up and I take nations down according
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to My will. I bless nations that follow My commands and I curse
nations that disobey My commands. All that will happen to your
nation will be a result of your nation’s sin. As a nation you have
clamored for rights. People say that those rights are a freedom,
when in fact it is bondage. Homosexuality is not a civil right; it is
bondage to sexual impurity that destroys the covenant of marriage
that I established. Abortion is bondage because of the emotional
destruction that comes from taking a life of an innocent child. Sin
is bondage and all sin is abhorrence to Me.”
“The United States of America is a whelp; I gave her birth
to be an ally of Israel. The United States will decrease and Israel
will increase in the end. At the end of the age, there will be no
greater nation than Israel. I will cause events to happen that will
diminish the power and influence of the USA. People will say this
can not happen, but indeed it will happen, because I have spoken
it! Nations that had great power in the past ages no longer exist
because I declared their demise. You are a modern day Jeremiah,
My child. You will declare these things and the people will scoff at
you and say you have not heard from Me. But truly I say to you,
these things will happen before I return. Do not fear to speak My
truth. I am all powerful. I can wipe out a nation with My breath.
With My voice I can flatten mountains, move islands, and create
earthquakes, floods, and famines. Man is frail compared to My
great power and with My outstretched hands I protect, provide,
and possess My chosen and holy people. I want you to know that
no matter what I show you about these end times, you are in the
palm of My hands. Do not fear or worry. Just know that I am with
you and I will bless you and your family.”
In the last several years, our country has experienced a
collapse of the economy. Unemployment rose, gas prices were at
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a record high, businesses and banks failed, health insurance rates
sky rocketed, the stock market tumbled severely, and the housing
market experienced an all-time high of foreclosures. There were
severe droughts and record flooding that destroyed crops, as well as
an unprecedented outbreak of tornadoes. The rare earthquake on the
east coast that cracked the Washington monument in Washington,
D.C. was a subtle hint that our government and nation is on shaky
ground.
Not only will there be a collapse of governments and
countries; there will also be the collapse of world economies. The
currencies of the world are slowly crumbling which is the beginning
of the institution of the Mark of the Beast spoken about in the Book
of Revelation. Without this mark, you will not be able to buy or
sell because the world currencies have collapsed. There will be one
World Bank that will control all the world currencies. In order to
access money in the World Bank, you will be required to have the
microchip which will be implanted in the back of the right hand or
in the forehead.
“He causes all, both small and great, rich and poor,
free and slave, to receive a mark on their right hand
or on their foreheads, and that no one may buy or
sell except one who has the mark or the name of
the beast, or the number of his name”
(Revelation 13:16-17).
The countries that are failing economically will be the first
to join this new world banking system. We are already witnessing
the first step towards this World Bank as countries are scrambling
to revalue their currencies. When economies continue to fail,
countries will have no other option then to join this New World
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Order. Unless a country belongs to this World Bank they will not
be able to have trade agreements with nations that are members. By
the final seven years, this World Bank will be established. These
are the Lord’s words regarding these times. “My children will need
great wisdom to withstand these perilous times. It will be a time
for Christians to band together to provide for one another.”
I was worshipping the Lord and praying in tongues and I
asked Holy Spirit about this New World Order. His response was
this. “My child, you are looking at people groups. You need to
look at the spirits behind these groups. People are manipulated
by spirits of the underworld. There is another world beneath the
oceans. You saw it in your dream. Leviathan is Satan and his
kingdom is beneath the seas. The reason the oceans will cease
to exist when the New Jerusalem comes down from heaven is
because Satan’s kingdom will cease to exist. I want to show you
what is going on right now in Satan’s kingdom. He is moving
chess pieces setting up kingdoms on earth.”
This is the dream I had regarding Satan’s kingdom beneath
the ocean floor. I was swimming in the ocean and I noticed a very
dark patch of water. Instinctively I knew this black water was not
a safe place to be. When I swam to this dark water, I descended
beneath the floor of the ocean into a very ornate church like basilica.
Everything was jeweled encrusted and gold covered along with
many iconic statues. At the front altar, a man and woman were being
indoctrinated with this religious rite. The wife was indoctrinated
first and the husband was resisting. A demon threatened the man,
declaring he would take the life of the man’s wife unless he agreed
to be indoctrinated through this ceremony. He reluctantly agreed.
When the demon noticed me watching this ceremony, I became full
of fear and began to flee up a flight of stairs. On the second floor
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was a worship team and I warned them to get out. We were speedily
ascending the curved stairs to the third floor where I barricaded
myself in a room. A witch came through the barricaded door and
suddenly a holy boldness infiltrated my being. I pointed my finger
at her and said, “He who is in me is greater than he who is within
you. My power is greater than your power! If you want the power
that I possess, then you must receive Yeshua as your Savior.”
No matter what happens with this New World Order, we
must always know that His Spirit within us is much greater than any
other spirit. Holy Spirit revealed to me the spirits that are behind
this New World Order so we can understand how they operate and
how to uphold Christ’s victory over them. These demonic spirits
were defeated at the cross, and it is our responsibility to enforce the
victory because they are defeated foes. The first master demonic
spirit I saw in a vision was a very thick snake slowly slithering in
a serpentine movement across the land. It was so long that I could
not see the head or the tail. This dark lime green snake had no
marking on its scaly back as it slinked across the expanse of the
land. The Lord said, “You are seeing the python. It is the master
spirit of witchcraft and all sorcery comes from this spirit. Where
the ground is dry is where this master spirit roams.” Holy Spirit
directed me to this scripture.
“When an unclean spirit goes out of a man, he goes
through dry places, seeking rest, and finds none.
Then he says, ‘I will return to my house from
which I came.’ And when he comes, he finds it
empty, swept, and put in order. Then he goes and
takes with him seven other spirits more wicked
than himself, and they enter and dwell there; and
the last state of that man is worse than the first. So
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shall it also be with this wicked generation”
(Matthew 12:43-45).
“The dry places are where there is a famine of My
Word. The ground is not fertile because it is dry, but you can
stop the python through the washing of the water of My Word.
Broadcasting My Word will divert the python from a geographical
area. The audio Bible will divert or change the direction of the
python spirit. Now you can see the importance of your husband’s
ministry of distributing audio Bibles. You cannot kill the python,
but you can cast it out or remove it from an area. I did not kill any
spirit that I cast out during my earthly ministry. These spirits will
receive their judgment from My Father in the end. It is enough
to remove them.”
The Lord revealed to another master spirit that influences
the people of the New World Order. “The phoenix is the master
spirit of greed and domination. The phoenix was used by people
groups who have controlled the gold. Those that control the
finances and the gold are dominated by this spirit. One of the
symbols for the New World Order is the phoenix. They are being
manipulated by this master phoenix spirit. The phoenix likes dark
places that are devoid of My presence. The phoenix will fly over
and not land where there is the light of My Presence. There can
be no darkness in My presence.”
It is very interesting that the phoenix was depicted on the
first Great Seal of the United Sates in 1782. It was changed to the
eagle in 1902. On the newer five, ten, twenty, and hundred dollar
bills, a phoenix is in the emblem to the left of each of the president’s
heads. Around the phoenix are the words: United States Federal
Reserve System. The Federal Reserve is a banking cartel made up
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of private bankers. The Federal Reserve is not a part of the Federal
government. The United States government borrows money from
this banking cartel at a rate of interest and uses tax payer money to
repay the debt to these elite bankers.
I asked Holy Spirit how to successfully battle this master
phoenix spirit and He quickly took me to this scripture.
“No one can serve two masters; for either he will
hate the one and love the other, or else he will be
loyal to the one and despise the other. You cannot
serve God and mammon” (Matthew 6:24).
He also spoke these words to me. “All I have given to
you freely give to others. Do not hoard when others are in need.
There will come a time when My people will know to fill their
storehouses. I will instruct My people to prepare for the famine
that is about to come. Following My instructions is wisdom and
prudence.”
The third master spirit that Holy Spirit revealed to me is the
owl. “The owl spirit represents false wisdom, manipulation, and
secrecy. The owl is used by the Illuminati of the New World Order.
It is a creature of the night and the cultish practice of using the
owl has been a symbol of darkness. It is also a symbol of false
wisdom. The Illuminati count themselves wise, but they have
been duped by Satan. Their wisdom is foolishness. The fear of
Yahweh is the beginning of all true wisdom. The owl they worship
is the same spirit of false wisdom that Satan used to deceive Adam
and Eve. Satan told them that there was secret knowledge that
I withheld from them. The Illuminati have also been duped by
Satan because they believe they have hidden knowledge that no
one else is privy to. It is a secret society that manipulates people,
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situations, wars, currency, presidencies, and elections. When they
sacrifice to the owl in the forest, they gain power and influence
though the demonic realm. The Illuminati are pawns of Satan
because they are thirsty for power and money. In the end they will
see how deceived they actually were.”
The owl was a deity worshipped by the Babylonians and
they sacrificed humans to this god. The owl is also the symbol of
the Bohemian Club in California, an exclusive elite men’s club. The
Bohemian Club members meet every year in July and sacrifice to
a forty foot owl as part of the opening ceremonies. The Bohemian
Club consists of powerful men in banking, politics, business, media
and the arts. Members have included some U.S. presidents, cabinet
officials, CEOs of large corporations, major military contractors,
oil companies, Federal Reserve bankers, national media, and heads
of states. This private Bohemian Club is comprised of men; some
who are 33rd degree Freemasons who worship Lucifer. They also
have a close connection to the Jesuits of Rome. The Illuminati, the
Freemasons, and the Jesuits are intertwined in the forming of the
New World Order.
The New World Order agenda is to have total world
domination. The agents of the New World Order have created a
globalized economy in order to create financial dependencies
between the nations. The devaluing of world currencies will be
used to destroy the globalized market and create the chaos and
conditions required to usher in the New World Order. The crash of
the world economies, coupled with famine and the nuclear world
war, will be used to create the perfect crises out of which the New
World Order will arise as the solution. People will be clamoring for
relief from the horrific conditions and readily accept the new one
world currency and the promise of world peace. This is the scenario
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that will usher in the microchip as banking identification that will
be required to buy and sell in the global market. The Bible calls it
the Mark of the Beast.
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~ Chapter Nine ~

Tribulation And Disaster

D

uring the final years, there will be tribulation and
disasters that will occur over the expanse of the

world. The Lord spoke these words. “I will withhold the rains
until there is a great famine over the land. Rivers will dry up and
streams will cease to exist. This famine will kill millions. Disease
will follow because there will be so many deaths that it will not
be possible to bury the dead. The dead bodies will cause disease
to spread and dysentery will ravage and kill those have not died
from the famine. It will seem hopeless. Pregnant women will lose
their babies in their womb from a lack of food. It will be a time
of great distress and sorrow. The United States and the United
Nations will not be able to help because there will be a shortage
of food and water in their nations also. Violence will increase
because of the lack of food and people will be murdered for their
food and water. Food prices will triple. Those who call upon My
Name will not be in want. I will provide for My people and I will
feed them and give them fresh water.
“Behold, the eye of the Lord is on those who fear
Him, On those who hope in His mercy, To deliver
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their soul from death, And to keep them alive in
famine” (Psalm 33:18-19).
This great famine is coming as a result of sin. People
have bought into the lie of the enemy that says abortion and
homosexuality are civil rights, but they are an attack on the lineage
of future generations. Abortion kills babies and homosexuality
stops procreation. There will be a worldwide famine in the land as
a result of wiping out and preventing future generations. Saul tried
to wipe out the lineage of the Gibeonites when Israel had sworn to
protect them. As a result, God sent a famine in the land for three
years to judge Israel for forsaking her oath to the Gibeonites. It
wasn’t until David inquired of the Lord that He revealed the cause
of the famine.
“Now there was a famine in the days of David for
three years, year after year; and David inquired of
the Lord. And the Lord answered, “It is because
of Saul and his bloodthirsty house, because he
killed the Gibeonites” (2 Samuel 21:1).
Yahweh did not send the famine to avenge the killings until
after the death of Saul, so justice seemed to be delayed. Yahweh
is long suffering and patiently waits for repentance before He
pours His wrath out. He will avenge the killing of these innocent
unborn infants when His patience and long suffering has come to
end regarding this atrocity. Unfortunately, not many people will see
the connection between the famine and the murder of these babies.
God hates the shedding of innocent blood!
“These six things the Lord hates,
Yes, seven are an abomination to Him:
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A proud look,
A lying tongue,
Hands that shed innocent blood”
(Proverbs 6:16-17).
During this worldwide famine, Yahweh will pour out
His judgment on those who promote abortions and pour out His
blessings and provision for His children who abhor these murders.
The Lord spoke these words to me. “Mount Gerizim is My
Mountain of blessing. You can’t go to Mount Gerizim without
first visiting Mount Moriah. Mount Moriah is My Mountain of
sacrifice. Many people want My blessings without the sacrifice
of obedience to My Word. Most people do not want to hear this
message. He who has an ear to hear what I am saying will be
blessed at My holy Mountain of blessing.”
Before the Israelites entered into the new land of promise,
the Lord gave Moses instructions about Mount Gerizim and Mount
Ebal.
“Now it shall be, when the Lord your God has
brought you into the land which you go to possess,
that you shall put the blessing on Mount Gerizim
and the curse on Mount Ebal”
(Deuteronomy 11:29).
Obedience to Yahweh’s commands will bring blessings.
Disobedience to Yahweh’s commands will bring curses. It was a
very simple formula for success or failure in this land flowing with
milk and honey. Moses instructed six of the tribes of Israel to stand
on Mount Gerizim and pronounce blessings while the other six
tribes would stand on Mount Ebal and pronounce curses.
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“And Moses commanded the people on the same
day, saying, “These shall stand on Mount Gerizim
to bless the people, when you have crossed over
the Jordan: Simeon, Levi, Judah, Issachar, Joseph,
and Benjamin; and these shall stand on Mount
Ebal to curse: Reuben, Gad, Asher, Zebulun, Dan,
and Naphtali” (Deuteronomy 27:11-13).
When I viewed the list of the tribes who were to bless and
those who were to curse, I pondered about Moses selection. The
six sons chosen to bless Israel were sons born to Rachel and Leah,
Jacob’s wives. Four of the sons chosen to curse Israel were the
sons of the maids, Bilah and Zilpah. Reuben, who was the son
of Leah, forfeited his position to bless on Mount Gerizim because
he slept with Bilah the maid. Zebulun was conceived by Leah
when she concocted a plan to buy a night with Jacob by selling her
sons mandrakes to Rachel. God could not use Zebulun to bless on
Mount Gerizim because He would not reward Leah’s conniving.
The pattern became very obvious as to which sons were chosen to
bless and which sons were chosen to curse. Moses chose the sons
to bless and the sons to curse according to their righteousness or
unrighteousness.
My Lord spoke these words to me. “It was not My plan
for Jacob to take his wives maids. If Rachel would not have given
her maid to her husband, I would have opened her womb sooner
to conceive. It was My plan for the twelve tribes of Israel to be
born through Rachel and Leah. Disobedience to My will and My
commands brings curses and delays My blessings.”
“On Mount Gerizim there are many gifts. I bless those
who obey My voice and My commands. I have many gifts in store
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for those who love Me and show their love through obedience to
My Son. The first gift and the most important one is the gift of
salvation. This gift of eternal life is on My Mountain of blessings.
There is provision, physical health, peace, love, and joy there.
My presence, righteousness and holiness are blessings on this
holy mount. There are so many gifts on Mount Gerizim that all
the pages of your book could not contain them. In the end, those
who are obedient to My commands will be like the Israelites in
Goshen when the plagues bypassed them in the land of Egypt.
When famine, pestilence and disease strike the nations, I will
protect and provide for My children. There will be a distinction
between My people and those of the world. Tell My people not
to fear because I am in control. In the end, the righteous will
shine as bright as the morning sun and the wicked will perish. I
am preparing My people so they do not die from the sword, the
pestilence, and the famine.”
“Many will get saved during this horrible time. The fear
that the end is near will cause people to seek out Christians for
truth. Just know that all must proceed as Holy Scriptures has
stated. The sword will be the nuclear war. The famine will result
from the drought when I withhold the rain. The pestilence will be
a new strain of a disease that is not known and there will not be
a cure. It will quickly kill people like the black plague. The war
will last five years and the famine will quickly follow. My children
will need wisdom to survive this tribulation. Food will be scarce,
but My children will be prepared for the famine. I am instructing
My children to begin to fill up their storehouses before the famine
strikes, just as I instructed Joseph while he was in Egypt. It would
be wise to begin storing provisions before the outbreak of the war.
The plague will strike midway through the war. This is the fourth
seal in Revelation.”
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“When He opened the fourth seal, I heard the voice
of the fourth living creature saying, “Come and
see.” So I looked, and behold, a pale horse. And the
name of him who sat on it was Death, and Hades
followed with him. And power was given to them
over a fourth of the earth, to kill with sword, with
hunger, with death, and by the beasts of the earth”
(Revelation 6:7-8).
Yahweh has used plagues as a form of judgment from
Genesis through Revelation. A plague is a blow or infliction or to
be stricken with sores, wounds, or disease like leprosy. The first
recorded plague in the Bible was when Abraham and Sarah went to
Egypt because of a famine in the land. Abraham convinced Sarah
to say she was his sister instead of his wife because he feared he
would be killed as a result of his wife’s beauty. Sarah was taken
into Pharaoh’s house and placed in the harem so she could be
prepared to become Pharaoh’s wife. But Yahweh intervened and
struck the entire palace with great plagues to prevent Pharaoh from
committing adultery with Sarah.
Yahweh struck the Israelites in the wilderness with a
plague because they complained to Moses that they craved the meat
they had enjoyed in Egypt. Yahweh sent a multitude of quail and
they gathered it for two days. The people hungered after the meat,
and while they were eating it, Yahweh became angry with their
ungrateful hearts. He sent a plague and the people were buried in
that place. It became known as the graves of craving.
But while the meat was still between their teeth,

“

before it was chewed, the wrath of the Lord was
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aroused against the people, and the Lord struck the
people with a very great plague”
(Numbers 11:33).
Eight of the ten spies who returned with a bad report of the
land died of a plague. Only Caleb and Joshua remained alive out
of the ten because they had faith that Yahweh would give them the
land. Yahweh used plagues to punish adultery, excessive craving,
complaining, rebellion, and idol worship. Yahweh does not change.
He can still use a plague to judge sin, even if people do not recognize
it as His judgment. He will send a great plague in the final seven
years before Yeshua returns to judge sin.
Another great disaster was revealed to me while I was
worshipping the Lord and praying in the Spirit. “Mount Sinai will
erupt. The first mountain to be flattened will be Mount Sinai.
Mount Sinai represents My law. My laws and commands have
been broken and I will break the mountain as a sign. There
will be a great rumbling of the earth and Mount Sinai and the
surrounding mountains will begin to shift. Great fissures will
appear and then the mountain will crumble into a pile of rubble.
When Mount Sinai crumbles, it will be the beginning of the final
seven years before I return to this earth. At My Word, mountains
will fall. I will show you in the spirit how this will happen.”
This is what I saw in the spirit regarding Mount Sinai. The
ground began to move like a wave. The desert floor was rolling up
and down like a big wave in the ocean. When this earthly wave
slammed into the mountain range, huge cracks could be seen on
the side of the mountain. With each rolling wave of the earth, the
fissures got deeper until the mountain began to fall to the ground.
There were big boulders tumbling down the mountain and anything
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in their path was destroyed. There was a cloud of dust that was very
thick as the mountain disintegrated into rubble. Then the Lord sent
a great and mighty wind to take the dust out to sea.
“The mountains quake before Him,
The hills melt,
And the earth heaves at His presence,
Yes, the world and all who dwell in it.
Who can stand before His indignation?
And who can endure the fierceness of His anger?
His fury is poured out like fire” (Nahum 1:5-6).
Since Mount Sinai will be the first mountain to fall to
mark the beginning of the final seven years, it is important to be
able to identify the location of this mountain. The Bible gives
us remarkable details where this mountain is actually located.
Constantine’s mother determined that Mount Sinai was in the Sinai
Peninsula when she went on a pilgrimage to Israel. Most Bible
maps use this location which is not correct. The Bible states that
Mount Horeb and Mount Sinai is the same mountain.
“Now Moses was tending the flock of Jethro his
father-in-law, the priest of Midian. And he led the
flock to the back of the desert, and came to Horeb,
the mountain of God. And the Angel of the Lord
appeared to him in a flame of fire from the midst
of a bush. So he looked, and behold, the bush was
burning with fire, but the bush was not consumed”
(Exodus 3:1-2).
Moses was at the back of the desert of Midian when he saw
the burning bush at Mount Horeb. Mount Horeb is later identified
in scripture as the place where Yahweh gave Moses the law, the
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golden calf was made, and where Moses struck the rock and water
came gushing forth.
“Nothing was in the ark except the two tablets of
stone which Moses put there at Horeb, when the
LORD made a covenant with the children of Israel,
when they came out of the land of Egypt”
(1 Kings 8:9).
“They made a calf in Horeb, And worshiped the
molded image” (Psalm 106:19).
“And the Lord said to Moses, “Go on before the
people, and take with you some of the elders of
Israel. Also take in your hand your rod with which
you struck the river, and go. Behold, I will stand
before you there on the rock in Horeb; and you
shall strike the rock, and water will come out of it,
that the people may drink” (Exodus 17:5-6).
There is no doubt that Horeb and Mount Sinai are the same
place. Where was this mountain and where is it located today?
When Moses fled from Pharaoh he went to a land called Midian. He
did not go to the Sinai Peninsula because that land was controlled
by Pharaoh and Egypt. Midian was located in current day Saudi
Arabia and Mount Sinai is also located there. The Apostle Paul
stated that Mount Sinai was in Arabia, not in the Sinai Peninsula
of Egypt.
“For these are the two covenants: the one from
Mount Sinai which gives birth to bondage, which
is Hagar— for this Hagar is Mount Sinai in Arabia”
(Galatians 4:24-25).
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Ronald Wyatt was the first man to discover a mountain in
Saudi Arabia that he identified as Mount Sinai. Since he had entered
the country without a visa, Saudi Arabian officials thought he was
a spy and he and his sons spent seventy six days in prison. The
things he saw and described have an uncanny similarity to biblical
passages detailing the exodus of Moses and the Israelites.
“On the pathway to Mount Sinai, he saw twelve wells in
the region and a group of palm trees which the Bible states were
located in Elim.
“Then they came to Elim, where there were twelve
wells of water and seventy palm trees; so they
camped there by the waters” (Exodus 15:27).
On the western or back side of the mountain he saw a giant
sixty foot rock on a three hundred foot tall hill which had obvious
signs of water erosion, yet it is located in this desert region. The
fissure in the rock was so large that a person could walk easily
through it. It was here that Moses struck the rock and water gushed
forth in large quantities.
“Then all the congregation of the children of Israel
set out on their journey from the Wilderness of
Sin, according to the commandment of the Lord,
and camped in Rephidim; but there was no water
for the people to drink. And the Lord said to
Moses, “Go on before the people, and take with
you some of the elders of Israel. Also take in your
hand your rod with which you struck the river,
and go. Behold, I will stand before you there on
the rock in Horeb; and you shall strike the rock,
and water will come out of it, that the people may
drink” (Exodus 17: 1, 5-6).
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Also at this site, which Wyatt identified as Rephidim, there
was a twenty foot square altar. This altar was built after the children
of Israel defeated the Amalakites.
“Now Amalek came and fought with Israel in
Rephidim. So Joshua defeated Amalek and his
people with the edge of the sword. And Moses
built an altar and called its name, The-Lord-IsMy-Banner; for he said, “Because the Lord has
sworn: the Lord will have war with Amalek from
generation to generation”
(Exodus 17: 8, 13, 15-16).
When Mr. Wyatt came to a mountain called Jabal al Lawz,
he was stunned to see that the upper portion of the mountain was
blackened as if it had been burned.
“Now Mount Sinai was completely in smoke,
because the LORD descended upon it in fire. Its
smoke ascended like the smoke of a furnace, and
the whole mountain quaked greatly”
(Exodus 19:18).
None of the other mountains in the area had this unique
charred appearance. At the base of the mountain were thousands of
acres in which two million people could easily encamp and still be
visible from the mountain top. At the foot of the mountain he saw
a huge mass of rocks that were arranged in the shape of an altar.
On one of the stones there was a petroglyph of a cow etched in the
stone. Cows and bulls were not indigenous to this desert area, but
they were in Egypt. Mr. Wyatt may have discovered the altar where
the Israelites had placed the golden calf to worship while Moses
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was on the mountain receiving the Ten Commandments.” 1
Josephus also said that Mt. Sinai “was the highest of
mountains in the city of Madian” which is just outside the town
of Al Bad. Jabal al Lawz is the highest mountain in the upper two
thirds of Saudi Arabia. Philo said Mt. Sinai was located east of
the Sinai Peninsula and south of Palestine. If indeed Jabal al Lawz
in Saudi Arabia is Mount Sinai, then it will crumble to earth as
Yahweh’s sign that the final seven years has commenced before
Yeshua returns.
The Lord also spoke about another massive earthquake
regarding the Temple Mount in Jerusalem. “Mount Moriah will
split. The Syrian African plates will separate which will cause a
major earthquake of which Israel has never experienced. This
earthquake will cause much devastation from Syria to Israel, and
into Egypt and North Africa. The days are numbered until this
earthquake occurs. The earth will swallow up the wickedness
on the Temple Mount and they will go down into the pit. I will
open up the earth to swallow the wickedness and then close the
earth.” Just as Yahweh opened up the earth to swallow Korah and
the households who rebelled against Moses, He will also cause the
ground to split to swallow the abominations that have been built on
His holy mountain. The Dome of the Rock and the al-Aqsa Mosque
will be swallowed up in Yahweh’s fury and they will go down to
the pit.
Holy Spirit said, “Yeshua will rule and reign in Jerusalem.
Mount Sinai represents Hagar’s Ishmael. Mount Moriah
represents Sarah’s Isaac. Ishmael is from the bondswoman, so
Mount Sinai can not stand. Isaac is the son of promise so Mount
Moriah must stand. All who believe in Yeshua the Messiah are
1
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from Mount Moriah. All who believe in other gods are from
Mount Sinai.”
“Thus says the LORD, I will return to Zion, And
dwell in the midst of Jerusalem. Jerusalem shall
be called the City of Truth, The Mountain of the
LORD of hosts, The Holy Mountain”
(Zechariah 8:30).
We are children of Yahweh through His promise to
Abraham and Isaac. Through Yeshua, we are born of His Spirit and
we are free! Sin is bondage. The world system is bondage. Religion
is bondage. Yeshua condemned the religious practices of those who
were far away from Yahweh. True Christianity is not a religion; it is
an intimate love relationship with Papa Father through Yeshua His
Son. Yeshua brings true freedom!
Before the coming of the Lord, the Bible describes
cataclysmic events that will happen. Yahweh’s children need to be
prepared for these events because once they begin; we will know
that Yeshua is coming soon.
“And there will be signs in the sun, in the moon,
and in the stars; and on the earth distress of
nations, with perplexity, the sea and the waves
roaring; men’s hearts failing them from fear and
the expectation of those things which are coming
on the earth, for the powers of the heavens will be
shaken” (Luke 21:25-26).
My Lord said this to me. “The oceans will roar at My word. The
Indian Ocean will roar with great turbulence. The Seychelles
Islands will sink beneath the waters. Ships and tankers will sink.
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Hawaii will be decimated and Oahu will take the brunt of the tidal
wave. The Galapagos Islands will cease to exist.” The Seychelles
Islands are located in the Indian Ocean about nine hundred miles
east of mainland Africa. The great disturbance in the ocean will
cause these islands to sink. The Hawaiian Islands are in the North
Pacific Ocean and the Galapagos Islands are in the South Pacific
Ocean. It is quite obvious there will be separate events that take
place in various oceans. These great waves and the demise of island
chains will occur in the final seven years before Yeshua returns.
After my Lord gave me this message, He reminded me of what His
word states so we would not fear these apocalyptic events that will
lead up to His second coming.
“God is our refuge and strength,
A very present help in trouble.
Therefore we will not fear,
Even though the earth be removed,
And though the mountains be carried into the
midst of the sea;
Though its waters roar and be troubled,
Though the mountains shake with its swelling”
(Psalm 46:1-3).
Yeshua continued to explain these cataclysmic events. “I
want to show you things that will happen in the United States of
America during these years of tribulation. It will be a time of great
national distress. All these things will occur in the final years
before I return.” This is what was revealed to me through Holy
Spirit. There will be dams that break which flood the lands and the
people below. Hoover Dam will be one that breaks. Power supplies
will be cut off to major cities and it will plunge people into darkness.
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I saw a vision of a huge ash cloud and bits of debris were falling to
the earth. I saw tall buildings crumbling to earth in a heap of rubble,
much like the Twin Towers collapsed. I saw bridges collapsing and
falling into the waters below. Causeways that connected islands to
the mainland were collapsing leaving people stranded on islands
without food or supplies. I saw deep fissures in the earth’s surface
as a result of great earthquakes. Universities, colleges, and schools
were shut down because of the national disasters. Many people
were dying because medicines were scarce during this time. I saw
people being killed with guns and Holy Spirit said that martial law
would replace the civil law of the land.
The imposition of martial law would mean the suspension
of civil rights and civil law would be replaced by military authority.
There would be curfews, roadblocks and check points to maintain
order and control. An executive order signed by President Obama
has already broadened the government’s power to enact martial law
even in peaceful times.
“President

Obama’s

National

Defense

Resources

Preparedness Executive Order of March 16 does to the country as a
whole what the 2012 National Defense Authorization Act did to the
Constitution in particular -- completely eviscerates any due process
or judicial oversight for any action by the Government deemed
in the interest of “national security.” Like the NDAA, the new
Executive Order puts the government completely above the law,
which, in a democracy, is never supposed to happen. The United
States is essentially now under martial law without the exigencies
of a national emergency. The new Executive Order states that the
president and his secretaries have the authority to commandeer all
U.S. domestic resources, including food and water, as well as seize
all energy and transportation infrastructure inside the borders of
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the United States. The Government can also forcibly draft U.S.
citizens into the military and force U.S. citizens to fulfill “labor
requirements” for the purposes of “national defense.” What is
extraordinary about the Executive Order is that, like the NDAA,
this can all be done in peacetime without any national emergency
to justify it. The language of the Order does not state that all these
extraordinary measures will be done in the event of “national
security” or a “national emergency.” They can simply be done for
“purposes of national defense,” clearly a broader remit that allows
the government to do what it wants, when it wants, how it wants,
to whomever it wants, all without any judicial restraint or due
process.” Finally, the 2012 NDAA was hurried through the House
and Senate almost like a covert op with minimal public attention
or debate. It was then signed by the president at 9:00 PM on New
Year’s Eve while virtually nobody was paying attention to much
other than the approaching New Year. This new Executive Order
was written and signed in complete secret and then quietly released
by the White House on its website without comment. All this was
done under a president who studied constitutional law at Harvard.”2
There are over 800 prison camps in the United States
which are fully operational and ready to receive prisoners. They
are all staffed and surrounded by full-time guards, but most of
them are empty. These camps will be operated by FEMA (Federal
Emergency Management Agency) when martial law is implemented
in the United States. As a result of the 2012 National Defense
Authorization Act, it would only require a presidential signature
on a proclamation to begin placing people in these FEMA camps.
United States citizens could be forced into these labor camps
and those who will not cooperate will be eliminated. There are
2
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eyewitnesses that have reported viewing hundreds of thousands
of large plastic containers identified as coffin liners. In Madison,
Georgia, a farmer rented his field to the government and he reported
that there were 500, 000 casket liners on his property. The United
States government has been storing these polyethylene caskets in
Texas, Wyoming and Georgia, preparing for a massive death toll.
Holy Spirit gave me this prophecy about the United States
of America. “The landscape of America is about to change. There
will be many signs I perform as a warning to your nation. The
waterways will become poisonous. The hills will begin to tremble.
The stars will lose their brilliance. Your sun will begin to emit
flashes of radiation. Weather patterns will change. My hand is
on the weather. These things will not happen by chance because
I will cause them to happen with My outstretched arm. Most
meteorologists have an explanation for the weather phenomenon,
but during this time it will defy all human reasoning. Until people
come to realization that I am Yahweh and I am in control, they
will be confused about the weather events that will occur on this
earth. In the north there will be warmer temperatures. In the south,
there will be flooding. In the west, there will be earthquakes. In
the east, the seas will roar with extraordinary force. The central
plains will see a great hurricane that will dump great amounts
of rain. The landscape will change. The Appalachians will be
the furthest point east before the Mississippi River expands its
boundaries. The ocean will come as far as the Rockies in some
areas. The Grand Canyon will begin to fill with water. Lake
Michigan and Lake Huron will combine to form one large body
of water. The geological plates will shift.”
“Hell is expanding! Tell the people that hell is expanding.
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This saddens My heart. I never created hell for mankind. Those
in rebellion and disobedience to their Creator will be eternally
damned. The landscape of America is about to change. I will
establish cities of refuge for the ones who know Me intimately.
These cities will be a place of safety under My wing of protection.
Call to Me and I will show you and guide you to a city of refuge
in these perilous times. Stay close to Me and I will instruct you. In
the dark of the night, some will have to flee. My angels will protect
you and My Spirit will guide you. Do not fear My little children. I
am with you and I will never leave you nor forsake you. The next
four years will be a separating of My sheep from those who say
they are Mine. You will know Mine by their fruit. The political
arena will get intensely fierce, but My called out ones are not
to plant their feet on either side. This is a worldly battle and My
children are not called to fight worldly battles; they are called to
fight spiritual battles. As the world clamors for money and power,
My children need to be about My kingdom business. Train those
who are weak in the Word. My Word is power! Lay hands on the
sick so they recover and are made whole. Baptize them in My
Spirit and fill them with My fullness. Get them ready for battle.”
The only way to be fully prepared for these perilous events
is to embrace Yeshua as your personal Lord and Savior. To be born
of the Spirit means that your spirit has been renewed by Yeshua and
your life has been transformed. This is more than just knowledge of
who Yeshua is. It is a rebirth of your spirit where your sin has been
removed and you receive Holy Spirit power to overcome sin in
your life. You no longer desire to live the sinful way you did prior
to receiving Yeshua as Lord and Savior. In the book of Revelation,
there is a list of those who will burn in the Lake of Fire for all
eternity.
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“And He said to me, “It is done! I am the Alpha
and the Omega, the Beginning and the End. I will
give of the fountain of the water of life freely to
him who thirsts. He who overcomes shall inherit
all things, and I will be his God and he shall be My
son. But the cowardly, unbelieving, abominable,
murderers, sexually immoral, sorcerers, idolaters,
and all liars shall have their part in the lake which
burns with fire and brimstone, which is the second
death” (Revelation 8:6-8).
If there is no transformation in your life, then there is no
salvation. You have not been born again by the Spirit of Yahweh.
There are several reasons why people do not truly get born again
when they say a prayer of salvation.
•

There was not true repentance for their sin. The person
did not want to give up sinful practices so there was no
conversion.

•

Repeating a ritualistic prayer for fire insurance is not a true
decision from the heart. This is not true salvation. Father
knows the true intent of an individual’s heart.

•

A decision based on an emotional moment, instead of a true
spiritual decision to follow Yeshua, is a weak resolution.
People who make a decision for salvation in this category
quickly fall away with the worries of the world and the
deceitfulness of riches.

•

The prayer of salvation was prayed just to please or appease
those pressing them to make a decision for Yeshua. The
motives for receiving Christ as Savior are not based on
repentance, but rather on social pressure. You should not
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accept Yeshua to please someone else. It will not be a true
conversion.
•

A false gospel distorted the true gospel of salvation. These
false gospels give the illusion that people are going to
heaven when their eternal destination is hell. The prosperity
gospel is one such gospel that teaches God wants everyone
to be rich. The homosexual gospel is equally devastating
to those who have been taught that Yahweh loves your
homosexuality because He created you that way. The love
gospel is a confusing counterfeit gospel because it has
some truth to it. This false gospel teaches that everyone
eventually makes it to heaven because Yahweh is a God of
love. This gospel neglects to teach Yahweh’s judgment for
those who have rejected Yeshua as Savior.
Any gospel that does not teach true repentance from all sin

is a false gospel. There must be a heart belief that Yeshua died on
the cross to take the punishment for our sins and on the third day
He rose from the dead. Yeshua is seated at the right hand of the
Father and He will come again to set up an earthly reign. You must
admit that you have committed wrong acts in your life that need
to be forgiven by Yeshua. Lying, stealing, having sexual relations
outside the boundaries of a covenant marriage, swearing, getting
drunk, abusing your body with drugs, displaying anger, harboring
unforgiveness and hatred are some of the many ways we commit
sin. You must be willing to turn from these sins and ask Yeshua to
forgive you. Then you must believe the truth that Yeshua is the Son
of God who came to this earth in the form of a man and was born
of a virgin. He willingly sacrificed His body on the cross to be the
blood sacrifice for all the sins of mankind and on the third day He
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rose from the dead. Without the shedding of His perfect sinless
blood, there is no other appeasement and forgiveness for our sins.
This was not man’s plan. This was the heavenly Father’s
plan from the beginning to sacrifice His only Son to maintain a love
relationship with man. The heart of the Father is to love. He created
mankind so He could pour out His love to us, and yet He foreknew
that Adam and Eve would reject His love by rebelling against His
command not to eat from the tree of the knowledge of good and
evil. Before creating Adam and Eve, Yahweh knew that He would
have to sacrifice His Son as a result of their sin and yet He still
created them. What kind of love is this? We cannot fully grasp it,
but nonetheless, it is very real. Papa Father desperately wants you
to accept His tangible love by believing and receiving His Son as
Savior. This is His plan for you. You can invite Yeshua to be Lord
and Master by simply speaking these words with a sincere heart.
“Dear Yeshua, I have done wrong things in my life and I
want to turn from those sins. I need Your forgiveness, Your love,
and Your power not to sin. I believe with a sincere heart that You
are the Son of God who died on the cross for the forgiveness of
my sins. I believe that You rose from the dead on the third day and
You are seated at the right hand of the Father in heaven. I believe
that You are returning to this earth a second time to rule and reign
in Jerusalem. Yeshua, I promise to love You by obeying Your
commands that are written in Your Holy Word, the Bible.”
If you just spoke these words with a sincere heart, then
you are now a child of Yahweh. Your name was just recorded in
the Lamb’s Book of Life in heaven. Upon your physical death on
earth, you will go to heaven and receive a new eternal body and
live forever with Yeshua and Yahweh. Heaven and hell are real
destinations for those who have either received or rejected Yeshua
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as Lord and Savior. I have seen the beauty of heaven and the horrors
of hell, which I recorded in my second book called “Heaven or
Hell…Your Choice,” so I can attest to their reality.
Once you are born again, your spirit desires to worship
Yahweh and nothing will stop you from seeking this intensely
pleasurable experience. Your spirit rises to His throne and you
become one with Him. There is nothing comparable to being in the
Holy of Holies during worship! This oneness that occurs during
worship is an ecstatic spiritual experience that cannot be matched,
duplicated or feigned. It can only occur when you worship Yahweh
in spirit and in truth. If there are any unresolved sin issues in your
life, then you will not be able to enter into the Holy of Holies through
worship. You must obey the truths that are written in the Bible. If
you are walking in disobedience to God’s truth, you cannot worship
Him in Spirit and truth. There are awesome blessings for obedience
to God’s commands and one of the greatest blessings is to be in His
manifest presence through worship.
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~ Chapter

Ten ~

The Final Years

T

he final seven years before Jesus returns will be a very
dangerous time for Christians. Christians will refuse

to take the Mark of the Beast which will be the insertion of the
microchip in the right hand or the forehead. Christians who refuse
to take the chip will not be able to buy or sell, get medical treatment
at hospitals, or travel by any public transportation, such as bus,
train, subway, or plane. There will be check points and road blocks
set up by the government operating under martial law to monitor
those who have received the microchip. Those who do not have it
and refuse it will be detained at these check points and ushered to
detention camps such as the ones already set up by FEMA. Upon
the final refusal of the microchip’s insertion, people will be put to
death at these camps. Those who avoid the microchip and the check
points will be living as fugitives in their own country. This will be
a time of great sacrifice and suffering for the born again Christian
who knows that taking the Mark of the Beast means eternal death
in hell. But in the end, the sacrifice will be worth it when Yeshua
raptures all who have remained faithful to His Word.
I was worshipping the Lord, fasting, and praying when the
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Lord spoke these words to me. “I want to take you to another
mountain in Israel. Mount Moriah is the mountain of sacrifice
and I want to show you end time events. This is the mountain that
Abraham took Isaac to sacrifice him. Abraham withheld nothing
from Me, not even his only son.”
“Then He said, “Take now your son, your only son
Isaac, whom you love, and go to the land of Moriah,
and offer him there as a burnt offering on one of
the mountains of which I shall tell you” (Genesis
22:2). And He said, “Do not lay your hand on the
lad, or do anything to him; for now I know that you
fear God, since you have not withheld your son,
your only son, from Me” (Genesis 22:12).
Mount Moriah was the place where Yeshua was sacrificed
as the Lamb of God. Abraham and Isaac were a foreshadowing of
Yahweh offering up His only begotten Son. Mount Moriah truly is
the mountain of sacrifice!
This is a vision I saw in the spirit as Holy Spirit took me to
Mount Moriah. I saw rivers of blood running down the side of the
mount. Then I saw people waiting in a long line and a uniformed
man in army attire. He spoke to the people in a loud voice saying,
“If you renounce Yeshua, you will live. If you refuse to renounce
Yeshua, then you will die.” One by one, these uniformed men asked
those in line for their decision. The ones who refused to forsake
Yeshua were placed in one line to the right. The ones who disowned
Yeshua were placed in a line to the left. Then those in the right line
were made to stand directly in front of those who had renounced
Yeshua. Military men with long double edged swords adeptly
swung their sabers across the necks of those who would not forsake
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their Savior. This was a mass murder of the Christians and those
who witnessed the carnage were full of fear.
Then Yeshua spoke these words after I viewed this horrific
sight. “This is the blood of the martyrs who have been beheaded
because of their testimony of truth about Me. Deliver this message
to My people so they are prepared for this time. Behold, I am
coming quickly. When the number of the martyrs has reached
their fullness, then I will bring the remaining believers to be with
Me. Do not fear. For those who have been set apart to be martyred
at this time, do not loose heart. I am with you when the sword
takes your life and I will escort you to heaven. Blessed are those
who will lose their life for My sake, for they will have part in the
first resurrection. They will return with Me during My earthly
reign in Jerusalem.”
“Then I saw the souls of those who had been
beheaded for their witness to Jesus and for the
word of God, who had not worshiped the beast or
his image, and had not received his mark on their
foreheads or on their hands. And they lived and
reigned with Christ for a thousand years. But the
rest of the dead did not live again until the thousand
years were finished. This is the first resurrection.
Blessed and holy is he who has part in the first
resurrection. Over such the second death has no
power, but they shall be priests of God and of
Christ, and shall reign with Him a thousand years”
(Revelation 20:4-6).
Holy Spirit revealed to me that the martyrdom I witnessed
was a part of the tribulation in the Fifth Seal in the Book of
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Revelation and He opened up these revelations to me. “I will give
you the time frame for the opening of the seals in Revelation.
First, there will be a great apostasy before the Anti-Christ is
revealed. This great apostasy is occurring now and will continue
through the opening of the seals. Second, the wars and rumors of
wars are also happening in the present. Just remember that these
seals overlap. There is not one time period for each seal. The
famine and sicknesses are also occurring now and will continue
to get worse as more seals are opened. The nuclear war will usher
in the fourth seal, but also the famine, disease, and apostasy will
continue. Keeping in mind that these seals overlap, the world war
will overlap into the fifth seal, which is the martyrdom of many
saints.”
“When He opened the fifth seal, I saw under the
altar the souls of those who had been slain for the
word of God and for the testimony which they
held. And they cried with a loud voice, saying,
“How long, O Lord, holy and true, until You judge
and avenge our blood on those who dwell on the
earth?” Then a white robe was given to each of
them; and it was said to them that they should rest
a little while longer, until both the number of their
fellow servants and their brethren, who would be
killed as they were, was completed”
(Revelation 6:9-11).
“Those who are martyred for My name and the sake of
the gospel will be a part of the second resurrection. There will be
those unbelievers who remain on the earth that will remember
those who were martyred. When these saints are resurrected and
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return, those unbelievers will be amazed that the martyrs now
live. These resurrected saints will be a testimony to the gospel
message of Yeshua. Some will become believers because of the
first resurrection of the tribulation martyrs.”
“Please tell My people that time is short. I am coming
quickly! Some are slumbering because they have heard this
message many times and they have lost hope that I will be returning
soon. As a thief comes in the night and catches you unaware, so
shall be My coming. Watch, therefore and be ready. Awaken to the
signs of the times. Heed My warning that I am coming quickly.
Do not be afraid to suffer for My name. If you suffer for the sake
of the gospel, your reward will be great. You will see My great
provisions when you enter heaven. Just remember this, earth is
not your home. Heaven is your home. You are sojourning for a
short time on earth because heaven is your eternal home.”
It is purely by the grace of Yahweh that we have eternal
life in heaven. After we receive salvation through Yeshua, it is our
works on earth that determine our position in heaven. The mother
of James and John understood there were positions in heaven when
she asked Yeshua to reserve a place for her two sons. She said to
Him, “Grant that these two sons of mine may sit, one on Your right
hand and the other on the left, in Your kingdom” (Matthew 20:21).
The positions that we have in heaven are ones that are
granted by Yahweh as a result of our love for Him and our loyalty
to serve Him. There are twenty four thrones around the throne of
Yahweh reserved for the patriarchs from the twelve tribes of Israel
and for the twelve apostles. The seraphim also have a position
around the throne. They stand before Yahweh continually crying:
“Holy, holy, holy, Lord God Almighty, Who was and is and is to
come!” (Revelation 4:8). Everyone will have a position in heaven
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and it will be in direct correlation to the works that were done on
this earth. King David knew there were positions in heaven and
he desired to be in the house of the Lord all the days of his life.
Through his intimate relationship with Yahweh, he realized that the
only place of any worth was in His courts.
“One thing I have desired of the LORD,
That will I seek:
That I may dwell in the house of the LORD
All the days of my life,
To behold the beauty of the LORD,
And to inquire in His temple” (Psalm 27:4).
“For a day in Your courts is better than a thousand.
I would rather be a doorkeeper in the house of my God
Than dwell in the tents of wickedness”
(Psalm 84:10).
The Word states there are different positions in heaven and
different levels of glory in the resurrection of the dead.
“There is one glory of the sun, another glory of
the moon, and another glory of the stars; for one
star differs from another star in glory. So also is
the resurrection of the dead”
(1 Corinthians 15:41-42).
There are also different rewards given to people according
to their works.
“For the Son of Man will come in the glory of His
Father with His angels, and then He will reward
each according to his works” (Matthew 16:27).
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“And behold, I am coming quickly, and My reward
is with Me, to give to every one according to his
work” (Revelation 22:12).
Before Yeshua returns, there is still much work to be done
by the church. The true church of Christ will know the Anti-Christ’s
identity because of his actions and his nature. There will not be any
guessing or speculating that he truly is the Anti-Christ because he
will be extremely apparent to the true followers of Yeshua. A term
used in scripture by the prophet Daniel to describe the Ant-Christ
is abomination of desolation. The definition of abomination is
something that is abhorrent and depraved or a shameful detestable
action. The Anti-Christ will be a world leader who negotiates a
peace treaty between Israel and the Arab nations for the purpose
of lulling Israel into a false sense of security. When the peace
agreement is signed, it will be a definitive marker that we have
entered into the final seven years before Yeshua returns. This peace
treaty will be a façade and a stalling tactic by the Anti-Christ to
gather nations to war against Israel. At the mid point of this peace
treaty, the Anti-Christ will gather ten nations to ally with him to
defeat Israel. He will also stop the daily sacrifice in the temple that
will be reinstituted by the Jews. The Anti-Christ will proclaim that
he is God and set up an image in the temple to be worshipped.
Idol worship is an abomination most mentioned in scripture and the
Anti-Christ will demand that people worship him.
The armies that will align themselves with the Anti-Christ
will surround Jerusalem. They will trample the city for forty two
months, but will not be able to gain access to the Holy of Holies
in the temple. The book of Revelation describes these events in
detail and also describes two witnesses that will prophesy and have
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great power given to them by God. They will make proclamations
of judgment and then the plagues will strike the earth. These two
witnesses will prophesy from the temple and if anyone wants to
harm them, they will be killed by fire that proceeds from the mouth
of the witnesses. These two witnesses will be Enoch and Elijah; the
two in scripture who were taken to heaven without experiencing
death.
“And I will give power to my two witnesses, and
they will prophesy one thousand two hundred and
sixty days, clothed in sackcloth. These are the two
olive trees and the two lampstands standing before
the God of the earth. And if anyone wants to harm
them, fire proceeds from their mouth and devours
their enemies. And if anyone wants to harm them,
he must be killed in this manner. These have power
to shut heaven, so that no rain falls in the days of
their prophecy; and they have power over waters
to turn them to blood, and to strike the earth with
all plagues, as often as they desire”
(Revelation 11:3-6).
Daniel was given a prophecy about the abomination of
desolation, but he was not given the understanding of the prophecy.
Yahweh speaks through His prophets about His plans for mankind,
but chooses not to reveal the fullness of His plans to just one prophet.
He uses many prophets to bring the fullness of His message and
plans. Yahweh has given me pieces of what will occur in the future,
but it is not the full picture of what will occur in the final seven
years before His return. There are other prophets reporting very
similar future world events that will occur before Yeshua returns.
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“Although I heard, I did not understand. Then
I said, “My lord, what shall be the end of these
things?” And he said, “Go your way, Daniel, for
the words are closed up and sealed till the time
of the end. Many shall be purified, made white,
and refined, but the wicked shall do wickedly; and
none of the wicked shall understand, but the wise
shall understand. “And from the time that the daily
sacrifice is taken away, and the abomination of
desolation is set up, there shall be one thousand two
hundred and ninety days. Blessed is he who waits,
and comes to the one thousand three hundred and
thirty-five days. “But you, go your way till the end;
for you shall rest, and will arise to your inheritance
at the end of the days” (Daniel 12:8-13).
The Spirit of Yahweh revealed to me the meaning of
Daniel’s prophecy. The armies will invade Jerusalem, surround
the temple, and stop the daily sacrifice for 1260 days. They will
not be able to enter the temple because of the power of God’s two
witnesses. The two witnesses will prophecy and strike the earth
with fearsome plagues in the first three and a half years of the seven
year tribulation. Daniel’s prophecy states there will be 1290 days
from the time the daily sacrifice is removed until the abomination
of desolation is set up. The Anti-Christ will not be able to set up his
image to be worshipped in the Holy of Holies because of the two
witnesses. The daily sacrifice will be stopped because the armies
will have access to the outer court where the animal sacrifice takes
place. Revelation states that at the end of the 1260 days, the two
witnesses will be killed and their bodies will be left dead in the
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streets of Jerusalem. Three and a half days later, their decaying
bodies will rise from the dead and ascend into heaven. This will be
seen by the world and their resurrection will cause great fear among
the people. An earthquake will kill 7000 people and destroy a tenth
of the city of Jerusalem. The Anti-Christ will claim he is God to
allay the fears of the people. Thirty days later, the abomination of
desolation will set up his image in the temple to be worshipped.
This will be the 1290th day of the removal of the daily sacrifice
that Daniel prophesied. Forty five days after the abomination of
desolation is set up in the temple, it will be a blessed day. Those
who endure until the 1335th day will be blessed to see the Second
Coming of Christ!
Through these prophecies, Holy Spirit has given a detailed
timeline of events that will occur before Yeshua returns and only
the wise will understand. The wicked will count these prophecies as
foolishness and they will neither believe them nor understand them.
The wicked will continue in the ways of the world and worship
their false gods.
Elijah exposed the false gods of the prophets of Baal and
Asherah on Mount Carmel. When the prophets of Baal called upon
their god from morning to evening to consume their sacrifice,
nothing happened except self mutilation among the false prophets.
When Elijah called upon Yahweh, fire came down from heaven and
consumed the sacrifice, the water drenching the sacrifice, the dust,
and even the rocks of the altar. Ultimately, Elijah rounded up all
Jezebels’ false prophets and put them to death in the valley below.
Mount Carmel became a mountain that exposed the lies of the false
gods from the truth of Yahweh.
There are many false gods that are worshipped today and
Holy Spirit desires to uncover them, much like He did at Mount
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Carmel. One such god is the “god of self.” This “god of self” was
exposed in another Mount Carmel occurrence in the first book of
Samuel. The Lord instructed Saul to annihilate the Amalekites as
punishment for ambushing the Israelites when they came out of
Egypt hundreds of years earlier.
“Now go and attack Amalek, and utterly destroy
all that they have, and do not spare them. But kill
both man and woman, infant and nursing child, ox
and sheep, camel and donkey” (1 Samuel 15:3).
Saul disobeyed Yahweh’s command and he spared Agag,
the Amalekite king, and kept all the best animals alive. Immediately
following this victory over the Amalekites, Saul went to Mount
Carmel and set up a monument for himself, not for Yahweh.
“ So when Samuel rose early in the morning to
meet Saul, it was told Samuel, saying, “Saul went
to Carmel, and indeed, he set up a monument for
himself; and he has gone on around, passed by, and
gone down to Gilgal”

(1 Samuel 15:12).

Saul was so proud of his victory over the Amalekites that
he set up a memorial to commemorate his triumph. This memorial
was a way to cloak his sin of defiance. Samuel confronted Saul
with his flagrant disobedience to Yahweh, but Saul bragged that
he was compliant to His command to go on the mission. Saul had
erected a “god of self” that justified keeping all the best animals to
sacrifice to Yahweh, even though Yahweh instructed him to utterly
kill everything. A “god of self” partially follows Father’s commands
and then pats oneself on the back for the part they obeyed, while
disregarding the portion they disobeyed. Yahweh views partial
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obedience as rebellion and He will deal with defiant children. As
a result of Saul’s disobedience to Yahweh, he was removed as the
king of Israel.
“Has the Lord as great delight in burnt offerings
and sacrifices,
As in obeying the voice of the Lord?
Behold, to obey is better than sacrifice,
And to heed than the fat of rams.
For rebellion is as the sin of witchcraft,
And stubbornness is as iniquity and idolatry.
Because you have rejected the word of the Lord,
He also has rejected you from being king”
(1 Samuel 15:22-23).
Holy Spirit will expose the various gods we have erected
in our lives, even though we may not realize they exist. If serving
the Lord becomes a trophy to be held up, then we have erected a
“god of self” like Saul. If our good deeds are for self-elevation
and recognition, those works will be burnt up in the refining fire
of Yahweh. As a handmaiden of the Lord, I have to be very careful
not to elevate the books I author so they become a trophy to brag
about. Truly, I would not be able to pen these books unless the
Author and Finisher of my faith gave me the understanding of these
revelations.
Holy Spirit will uncover gods so we can purge them
from our lives before Father’s hand of discipline must be applied.
Yahweh is full of mercy and love and wants to show us our failings
and shortcomings so we have a chance to repent. If the knowledge
of His truth has been set aside and we decide to keep the other gods;
then Father will bring His hand of discipline. Let us not wait until
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the kingdom is ripped from us like Saul.
The Abomination of Desolation will erect a god of self and
those who have not been purged of their own gods will venerate him.
He will blaspheme Yahweh and persecute and kill the Christians.
“And he was given a mouth speaking great things
and blasphemies, and he was given authority to
continue for forty-two months. Then he opened his
mouth in blasphemy against God, to blaspheme
His name, His tabernacle, and those who dwell in
heaven. It was granted to him to make war with the
saints and to overcome them. And authority was
given him over every tribe, tongue, and nation. All
who dwell on the earth will worship him, whose
names have not been written in the Book of Life of
the Lamb slain from the foundation of the world”
(Revelation 13:5-8).
Satan, the Antichrist, and the False Prophet, will perform
great signs, wonders, and miracles and unsaved people will be
deceived by them.
“The coming of the lawless one is according to
the working of Satan, with all power, signs, and
lying wonders, and with all unrighteous deception
among those who perish, because they did not
receive the love of the truth, that they might be
saved” (2 Thessalonians 2:9-10).
Sunday Christians who only attain knowledge of the Word
in weekly sermons may be deceived by the Anti-Christ and False
Prophet. A half an hour sermon once a week is not enough to sustain
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a Christian, even in good times. These Sunday Christians will be
mesmerized when the Anti-Christ and False Prophet are displaying
wondrous works. They will gladly take the Mark of the Beast
because they have only a limited knowledge of the Word of God.
Truth is greater than signs, wonders, and miracles! Yeshua
is the way, the truth, and the life and He has come to set the captives
free. Truth is greater than any miracle and those who personally
know Yeshua will not be deceived by the Anti-Christ. It is imperative
to be grounded in the truth of scriptures to avoid deception of any
kind. I can not adequately stress the grave importance of reading
the Bible and soaking in the Word of God through audio Bibles.
The goal of my husband’s ministry is to get millions of audio bibles
planted in homes throughout the world so people can play the Bible
twenty four hours a day in their homes. Listening subconsciously
to the Word of God as you sleep is an awesome way to permeate
His Truth in your soul and spirit so the enemy cannot deceive you.
There can be no lukewarm Christians. Yahweh hates
lukewarm! Either you are in the kingdom race or you are not.
Either you belong to Yahweh and are serious about His work or
you belong to Satan and are serious about the ways of the world.
Yahweh will spit out anything in between.
“I know your works, that you are neither cold nor
hot. I could wish you were cold or hot. So then,
because you are lukewarm, and neither cold nor
hot, I will vomit you out of My mouth”
(Revelation 3:15-16).
Born again Christians can not afford to dabble in the
world because the practices of the sons of this world will draw you
in. Although we live in this fallen world, we do not partake and
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embrace its wickedness. Your knowledge of the Word of God will
determine your actions on earth and your actions will determine
your heavenly reward. If you had a choice between riding a bicycle
and riding in a limousine, which would you choose? If you had a
choice between a McDonalds hamburger and an elegant meal at
an exclusive restaurant, which would you choose? If you had a
choice between having ten dollars in your bank account or a million
dollars, what would you choose? By neglecting the Word of God,
you choose for your heavenly rewards: the bicycle, the burger, and
the broke bank account! We need to store up treasures in heaven
through our works on earth. Don’t enter heaven with regrets.
REGRETS are Realizing Every Great Reward Escaped Through
Stupidity.
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~ Chapter Eleven ~

Nuggets Of Truth

W

hen we understand that every word written in the
Bible will be fulfilled, it should cause us to read the

Word with an exciting expectancy. The problem is that the delay in
the Bible’s end time prophecies has caused people to be complacent
and doubtful about the outcome. We have been hearing for years
that Yeshua is about to return. The spiritual atmosphere becomes
charged with our expectation and when the event is delayed, we
become nonchalant again because the wind is taken from our sails
of excitement. A delay in Yeshua’s coming does not mean it will
not occur.
Do we play an important role in delaying or activating
Yahweh’s promises and blessings to us? Do we have the ability to
reach into our future and cause the promises of Yahweh to become
a “now” reality? The answer to both questions is “Yes!” Some
delays are divine delays and they are specifically orchestrated by
our heavenly Father to set up the scenario for certain things to occur
in our lives. In this instance, we can not change or accelerate the
outcome. It truly is Father’s timing. But when Yahweh issues a
promise to His children, there are things we can do to hinder His
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plans and there are things we can do that will accelerate His plans.
After Yahweh delivered the Israelites from Egypt through
the hand of Moses, He promised to take them into a land that flowed
with milk and honey. Yahweh promised to send His Angel to drive
out all the inhabitants of the land He had promised to Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob. Moses sent twelve spies into the land of Canaan
and ten came back with a report that the giants in the land were too
formidable for the Israelites. Only Caleb and Joshua came back
with a report about the bounty of the land and tried to convince
the people that Yahweh would defeat the giants and would give
them this abundant land. The people chose to believe the bad report
which resulted in that entire generation dying before entering the
Promised Land. Yahweh promised to take them into the land and
defeat their enemies, but their unbelief and rebellion delayed His
promise by forty years.
If we can delay Papa Father’s promise through disobedience
and sin, then we can also accelerate His promises through
obedience, purity, and holiness. How can you activate Father’s
promises and cause them to happen now? Can you reach into your
future promises from Father and make them a “now” reality? And if
so, how can you accelerate His promises to you? The bible answers
these questions and gives us Yahweh’s prescription to accelerate
His promises to us.
In the Book of Acts, Philip was in the middle of a great
revival in Samaria. There were great miracles, deliverance from
demonic spirits, and the lame and paralyzed were walking. In the
middle of this great outpouring of miracles, an angel of the Lord
spoke to Philip telling him to go into the dessert.
“Now an angel of the Lord spoke to Philip, saying,
“Arise and go toward the south along the road
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which goes down from Jerusalem to Gaza.” This is
desert” (Acts 8:26).
In the natural, it did not make sense to leave a place where
there was a great revival and go to a desert where there were no
people. Philip obeyed the angel and encountered a lone chariot
traveling in the desert. Jogging along side the chariot, he asked the
eunuch if he understood what he had just read in Isaiah. You can
imagine the surprise of this eunuch when he heard Philip’s voice
and saw him sprinting beside the chariot in the middle of a desert!
The eunuch quickly stopped the chariot and invited Philip to join
him. Philip explained that the lamb in this passage was the Lamb
of God, Yeshua. The eunuch immediately believed the gospel
and when they came upon some water, he asked to be baptized.
Through Philip’s obedience, a very powerful man from Ethiopia
would return to his country a new creation in Christ. No doubt the
eunuch would share his experience and new found faith in Yeshua
with Candace the queen. Holy Spirit led Philip to leave a great
revival in Samaria because He wanted the gospel taken to Ethiopia
in a most unusual way.
We should never limit Holy Spirit in the way He chooses
to use us to give the gospel. We should be willing to be moved to
another place, even if there is a great outpouring of His healing
power. Some people get so caught up in one revival that it becomes
their entire focus. The revival becomes their defining moment in
life and everything revolves around the experience, even when the
experience has passed. We can not be Christians that cling to the
outward manifestations of Holy Spirit because they can become the
thing we end up worshipping. We are to worship Yahweh and not
the outward signs and manifestations He has given us. We need to
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be extremely mindful that our Father longs for us to come into His
presence just because He is Yahweh. There is no better reason than
that. Yahweh longs to be loved for who He is and not what He can
do for us. This is something we all need to reflect upon. We need to
change our mindsets and decide to come into His presence just to
love and enjoy Him! Then out of our intense love relationship with
Papa Father, all other blessings will flow!
After Philip baptized the eunuch, there is a very powerful
piece of scripture that is often overlooked.
“Now when they came up out of the water, the
Spirit of the Lord caught Philip away, so that the
eunuch saw him no more; and he went on his way
rejoicing. But Philip was found at Azotus. And
passing through, he preached in all the cities till he
came to Caesarea” (Acts 8:39-40).
As soon as Philip completed his work for the Lord in the
desert, he was supernaturally transported by Holy Spirit to a place
called Azotus. Azotus was a city about forty five miles away from
this desert experience with the Ethiopian. Because of Philip’s
obedience to leave a huge revival in Samaria and go into the desert
to evangelize one man, God accelerated His plans for Philip. The
Spirit of Yahweh lifted Philip up and transported him to Azotus!
Obedience to Yahweh accelerates His promises to us and brings
His future plans for us into the now realm! This is an important
lesson to be learned if you are seeking to have Yahweh’s future
promises birthed into reality. Philip continued to evangelize all the
cities between Azotus and Caesarea. This would not have happened
as quickly if Philip did not trust and obey the angel sent by Yahweh.
Yahweh’s promises to us are also accelerated and brought
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into the present by following Holy Spirit’s instructions. On Paul’s
second missionary trip with Silas, they were traveling to various
cities to either strengthen existing churches or to plant new
churches. They wanted to preach the gospel in Bithynia, but the
Spirit of Yahweh would not permit them to go into this region. Holy
Spirit had already prepared a place called Philippi to receive the
gospel message and He wanted Paul to establish a church there.
One thing I have learned in ministry is that Holy Spirit always goes
before me and prepares the way. This is the reason I diligently seek
Papa Father in prayer before I ever enter into a foreign country
to preach the gospel. If Holy Spirit has not prepared the hearts of
people, then it is a futile attempt in evangelizing. Holy Spirit had
not prepared the hearts of the people in Bithynia in northern Asia
Minor, but He had prepared the people in Philippi. Paul listened to
the leading of Holy Spirit which accelerated Yahweh’s plans for him
to evangelize Philippi, Thessalonica, Berea, Athens, and Corinth.
Had Paul decided to follow his original path and go further into
Asia Minor, those churches may not have been birthed. Paul later
wrote letters to the Philippians, Thessalonians, and the Corinthians,
which are now Epistles in the Holy Bible! Paul’s future Epistles of
the Bible was birthed by obeying the leading of Holy Spirit. He had
no idea that the letters he wrote to those churches would minister to
churches two thousand years later! When we listen to the leading
of Holy Spirit, our future promises from Papa Father are activated
to be birthed into the present.
Holy Spirit gave me this message to show the importance
of explicitly following His instructions. “I declare that My hand is
upon you. Rise up! Rise up! I will give you specific instructions.
When I say move to the left, then go to the left. When I tell you
to move to the right, then go to the right. If you do not obey my
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specific instructions, then I will stop giving you instructions until
you obey. I will make your journey easy when you obey My voice.”
Prayer and worship are also foundational principles in
hastening Yahweh’s promises in our lives. Prayer and worship
releases power to be released on this earth to accomplish His plans.
Holy Spirit led Paul and Silas to go to Philippi and yet they found
themselves beaten and thrown into prison. How could this be? Holy
Spirit instructed them to go to Macedonia and now they were in
jail! When Yahweh calls us to accomplish a powerful work for Him,
expect the enemy to roar his ugly head to oppose us. But we should
also expect Yahweh to deliver us from the schemes of Satan and his
demons. Paul and Silas responded to the beating and imprisonment
with prayer and worship. They began to pray and sing and their
choruses were lifted to the throne of Yahweh as a sacrifice of praise.
When we worship and pray, we release Yahweh’s power to bring
our future promises into the present! This is a very powerful tool the
enemy does not want you to grasp, because worshipping Yahweh
renders Satan powerless. Paul understood the great power of prayer
and worship in bringing his future promises into the present realm.
“Suddenly there was a great earthquake, so
that the foundations of the prison were shaken;
and immediately all the doors were opened and
everyone’s chains were loosed” (Acts 16:26).
Worshipping Yahweh breaks all the oppression of the
enemy in our lives. Prison doors are opened and chains of bondage
are loosed. Sickness and disease flee, emotional trauma is healed,
and demonic spirits scatter.
There are ways we can hinder the Lord’s plans for us. The
bible is full of stories of failure so we do not follow that pattern.
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When the Israelites repeatedly disobeyed God’s commandments,
He took away their grain, new wine, and oil by withholding the
rain. When the rain was withheld there was no increase in their
crops. When there was no increase in the crops, there were smaller
tithes brought to the house of Yahweh. When the tithes decreased,
then the house of the Lord ceased to exist because the priests and
the Levites lived from the tithe. When the house of the Lord was
shut down, there was a famine in the land for the Word.
“Behold, the days are coming,” says the Lord God,
“That I will send a famine on the land,
Not a famine of bread,
Nor a thirst for water,
But of hearing the words of the Lord.
They shall wander from sea to sea,
And from north to east;
They shall run to and fro, seeking the word of the Lord,
But shall not find it” (Amos 8:11-12).
The famine for the Word of God lasted four hundred
years. Yahweh was silent for four hundred years between the book
of Malachi and the Gospel of Matthew. This is a very powerful
principle for believers today. If we are seeking to hear the voice of
Yahweh, then we must be in obedience to His Word.
God gave the Israelites grain, new wine, and oil as result
of their obedience to His commands. The Lord told the children of
Israel that He was giving them a land that was different than Egypt.
In Egypt, they planted vegetable gardens and had to carry the water
on foot in order for their gardens to produce. Yahweh promised
them a land that would be watered from the rain from heaven.
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“I will give you rain for your land in its season, the
early rain and the latter rain”
(Deuteronomy 11:14).
These two rains would come from heaven to water their
fields, vineyards, and olive trees. Holy Spirit revealed to me that
the two rains Yahweh sent to the land of Israel represented Yeshua.
The early rain was Yeshua’s first coming and the latter rain will
be Yeshua’s second coming. James, the brother of the Yeshua,
understood this truth when he wrote these words.
“Therefore be patient, brethren, until the coming
of the Lord. See how the farmer waits for the
precious fruit of the earth, waiting patiently for it
until it receives the early and latter rain. You also
be patient. Establish your hearts, for the coming of
the Lord is at hand” (James 5:7-8).
Hosea also understood that the Messiah would come to them like
the rain from heaven.
“He will come to us like the rain, Like the latter
and former rain to the earth” (Hosea 6:3).
The prophet Joel also speaks about two rains that would
occur in the first month.
“And rejoice in the Lord your God;
For He has given you the former rain faithfully,
And He will cause the rain to come down for you—
The former rain,
And the latter rain in the first month” (Joel 2:23).
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In nature, these two rains occurred in different months, but
Joel said that both the former rain and the latter rain would be in the
first month. The first month of the Jewish calendar became Nissan
when Yahweh instructed Moses to begin a new calendar when they
were about to leave Egypt. They were to establish the Passover on
the 14th of this first month of this new calendar.
The entire second chapter of Joel is a prophecy about the
last days before Christ returns the second time. By prophesying that
the former and latter rain would occur in the first month, Joel was
giving a hidden nugget of truth that Yeshua’s first coming would
be in the month of Nissan and His second coming would be in the
month of Nissan. Scripture clearly states that no one knows the day
or the hour that Yeshua will return. Scripture also indicates that
we could know the month or the year by observing the signs of the
times and if we diligently study the Word.
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~ Chapter Twelve ~

Prepare For Christ

W

hen Yeshua was in Jerusalem, He spent a lot of
time on the Mount of Olives. During the day He

would preach in the temple and at night He went to the Mount of
Olives to pray. This became a place of quiet refuge where Yeshua
could commune with His Father in heaven and confidentially teach
His disciple’s deeper truths.
“Now as He sat on the Mount of Olives, the
disciples came to Him privately, saying, “Tell us,
when will these things be? And what will be the
sign of Your coming, and of the end of the age?”
(Matthew 24:3).
On the Mount of Olives, Yeshua explained to His disciples
the sequence of events that would occur before He would set up His
earthly kingdom. Olivet became a mountain of truth, but to only a
select few.
Yeshua triumphantly entered Jerusalem through the Mount
of Olives just days before He would be crucified. It was during
His descent from the mountain that the people laid palm branches
at His feet declaring Him as their Savior from Roman oppression.
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They believed that He was about to set up His earthly reign as they
cried, “Blessed is the King who comes in the name of the LORD!
Peace in heaven and glory in the highest!” (Luke 19:37). Although
the Jewish people had the incorrect time when Yeshua would rule
from Jerusalem, they were prophetically proclaiming the truth that
Yeshua is King.
After the final Passover meal, Yeshua went with His
disciples to the Mount of Olives, the mountain of truth. Yeshua
instructed His inner circle of Peter, James and John to stand watch
and pray as He deeply agonized over what was about to occur.
Yeshua knew that His time on earth would end with the cross, for
it was for this purpose that He came into the world. Although He
knew the sequence of events that must take place, it did not make
the cup of truth any easier to swallow.
“Father, if it is Your will, take this cup away from
Me; nevertheless not My will, but Yours, be done.”
Then an angel appeared to Him from heaven,
strengthening Him. And being in agony, He prayed
more earnestly. Then His sweat became like great
drops of blood falling down to the ground”
(Luke 22:42-44).
It was not by chance that Yeshua was betrayed and arrested
on the Mount of Olives. It was Yahweh’s design to reveal that
the religious leaders would be opposed to His mountain of truth.
Yeshua said, “I am the way, the truth, and the life.” In the last days,
those who stand for Yahweh’s truth will be betrayed and ostracized
by the world. Expect it! Embrace it! Everyone who boldly stands
for Yeshua and His teachings can expect a Mount Olivet experience
of persecution, betrayal, and maybe even death.
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Mount of Olives became the ultimate mountain of truth
when Yeshua victoriously ascended to heaven in full view of His
disciples. As they gazed into the sky in wonderment, two angels
reminded them that this mountain would once again be a place that
Yeshua would certainly return.
“Men of Galilee, why do you stand gazing up into
heaven? This same Jesus, who was taken up from
you into heaven, will so come in like manner as
you saw Him go into heaven” (Acts 1:11).
Zechariah prophesied that Yeshua would return on the
Mount of Olives and His return will occur once the final seven
years of tribulation have come to a closure.
“And in that day His feet will stand on the Mount
of Olives,
Which faces Jerusalem on the east.
And the Mount of Olives shall be split in two,
From east to west,
Making a very large valley;
Half of the mountain shall move toward the north
And half of it toward the south” (Zechariah 14:4).
There will be cosmic signs in the heavens that will be
unmistakable in the final seven years before Yeshua returns to rule
and reign. Yeshua revealed this to me about a cosmic sign of His
imminent return. “Two stars will fall towards the earth and will
explode with brilliance in the sky. You will be able to see these
stars explode very clear in the night sky. There will be signs in the
heavens, on the earth, and below the earth, that indicates My time
is drawing near. Scientists and astronomers will know these two
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stars are approaching earth, but My prophets will know they will
be a sign in the heavens that I will return soon. My prophets will
announce these events.”
“My child, the sun is made up of gases that continually
burn and emit heat and light. Solar flares occur when a pocket
of these gases become large at the surface of the sun and they
burn hotly. These pockets appear as holes in the sun and when
they are large enough, they can be viewed from the earth. In the
final seven years, there will be a massive pocket of gas that will
be at the sun’s surface and it will emit an extraordinary solar
flare that will cause a scorching on the earth. I will declare when
this event will occur. At My instruction, My angel will sound the
trumpet and the vial will be poured out upon the inhabitants of
the earth. These solar flares that are being witnessed now are
My warning signs that a more devastating one is yet to come.
For those who have spiritual eyes to see, they will recognize these
cosmic occurrences as a sign of My coming judgment. For those
who are of this world, they will see these solar flares as a scientific
occurrence in the name of astronomy only.”
Scientists predict that we are due for a solar storm the same
magnitude as the 1859 Carrington storm. Scientists say that a storm
of this epic proportion is likely to occur in 2103 or 2014 and extend
as far as 2020. A storm of this magnitude would be devastating. The
highest risk from solar flares is the national electric grid system.
Power surges could blow out huge transformers which would plunge
cities into darkness for an extended period of time. Power outages
on a long term basis would disrupt public ground transportation,
banking, government services, the ability to pump gasoline, and
the loss of refrigeration. GPS would be adversely effected which
is integral for aircraft navigation, computers in vehicles, and the
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technology for mobile phones. When this huge solar flare strikes,
there will be chaos, loss of life, and violence. Food and water
supplies, medicines, communication, transportation, and banking
will come to a halt. Will we be ready for a massive solar flare? Will
we be ready for an event much greater than a solar flare? Will we be
ready for what the Lord has spoken in this next message?
“The world will be plunged into darkness. It will be one
day and on that day I will appear in the sky. The sky will roll back
like a scroll and the heavens will be opened up and the whole
world will see Me. The darkened sky will be illuminated with My
presence and the earth will rumble greatly. Some will mourn and
others will rejoice! Fear will fill the hearts of men and some will
hide in caves and the clefts of the rocks from My presence. Those
whose names that are written in the Lamb’s Book of Life will rise
to meet Me. The earth and the sea will give up her dead first and
then those who are alive will rise to meet Me.”
“I looked when He opened the sixth seal, and
behold, there was a great earthquake; and the sun
became black as sackcloth of hair, and the moon
became like blood. And the stars of heaven fell to
the earth, as a fig tree drops its late figs when it is
shaken by a mighty wind. Then the sky receded as
a scroll when it is rolled up, and every mountain
and island was moved out of its place. And the
kings of the earth, the great men, the rich men,
the commanders, the mighty men, every slave
and every free man, hid themselves in the caves
and in the rocks of the mountains, and said to the
mountains and rocks, “Fall on us and hide us from
the face of Him who sits on the throne and from
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the wrath of the Lamb! For the great day of His
wrath has come, and who is able to stand?”
(Revelation 6:12-17).
The redeemed children of Yahweh will be on this earth
when the sun and the moon are darkened and the stars fail to give
their light. This will be a time of great rejoicing because we will
know that our redemption is near! The rest of the world will be in
utmost fear because of these events. During this time, Yahweh will
be a shelter for His people and He will be our strength. Yeshua will
appear in the sky and with a loud voice, He will call His children
to come up and meet Him in the sky. It will be the spoken words of
Yeshua that calls His people to rise up and meet Him in the air. This
will not be some mysterious disappearing of Yahweh’s children
from this earth. The entire world will witness Yeshua in the sky, as
the clouds are rolled back like a scroll and the trumpets blast their
sound. Those who have refused Yeshua as Messiah will be full of
fear and dread. They will attempt to hide because their sin and evil
deeds will be exposed in the presence of the Lord. Yeshua will send
His angels to the four corners of the earth to separate the children
of Yahweh from the children of Satan. All those whose names are
written in the Lamb’s Book of Life will be forever with Yeshua.
“For the Lord Himself will descend from heaven
with a shout, with the voice of an archangel, and
with the trumpet of God. And the dead in Christ
will rise first. Then we who are alive and remain
shall be caught up together with them in the clouds
to meet the Lord in the air. And thus we shall
always be with the Lord”
(1 Thessalonians 4:16-17).
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Conclusion

“P

repare, because the final days are upon you. The
trumpets are about to sound. Stay close to Me in

your heart and mind. No one can take your intimate relationship
with Me away from you. They can take your food, your home and
your money, but they cannot take Me from you. I have placed
eternity in your heart and this is how you will thrive. Do not
despair. I am with you until the end of this age.”
We have the opportunity to change the cataclysmic events
that I was shown in these visions, by repenting of our sin. Jonah
was commissioned by Yahweh to go to Nineveh to declare His
impending judgment. The people of Nineveh repented of their
wickedness and as a result, the Lord lifted His hand of judgment.
“Now the word of the Lord came to Jonah the
second time, saying, “Arise, go to Nineveh, that
great city, and preach to it the message that I
tell you.” So Jonah arose and went to Nineveh,
according to the word of the Lord. Now Nineveh
was an exceedingly great city, a three-day journey
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in extent. And Jonah began to enter the city on the
first day’s walk. Then he cried out and said, “Yet
forty days, and Nineveh shall be overthrown! So
the people of Nineveh believed God, proclaimed a
fast, and put on sackcloth, from the greatest to the
least of them. Then God saw their works, that they
turned from their evil way; and God relented from
the disaster that He had said He would bring upon
them, and He did not do it” (Jonah 1-5, 10).
“If the United States of America wants healing in her
land, then My people need to repent. I am not calling the sons of
the world to repent; I am calling My people to repent! John the
Baptist preached a message of repentance to prepare the way for
the coming Messiah. This message of repentance is now being
preached to prepare for My Son’s second coming. My children
who are afar off; I am calling them to forsake the ways of the world
and return to My arms of protection and love. These wayward
children need to repent of fornication, adultery, thievery, pride,
greed, lust, and idolatry. Some who are reading these words will
repent this day and will return to Me. These are the final days. I
AM has spoken.”
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